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ABSTRACT
Two habitats, a mixed hardwood forest and a longleaf pine savanna, were 
selected for analysis of moth composition. Three studies assessed differences between 
moth diversity, efficiency of sampling intensities, and effects of management practices 
in these habitats. The first study compared diversity and community composition 
between the two habitats based on 4,337 moths representing 394 species. The mixed 
hardwood habitat contained 314 species and the longleaf pine 208. Species overlap 
between two longleaf pine shes was as low as overlap between longleaf pine and mixed 
hardwood habitats (38%). Differences in moth richness between habitats may be a 
reflection of differences in plant structure and composition. A greater proportion of 
moth species unique to mixed hardwood sites fed on woody vegetation (61% for mixed 
hardwood versus 26% for longleaf pine), whereas more longleaf pine hostplants 
consisted of herbaceous vegetation (60% for longleaf pine versus 19% for mixed 
hardwood).
The second study, which contrasted an intensive, short-term sampling survey 
with a long-term survey, recovered 6,870 moths representing 362 species. A high level 
of similarity was found between the two coflections. The intensive collection required 
55% of the time yet recovered 85-86% o f species found in the long-term collection, 
suggesting intensive surveys can effectively sample diversity in a habitat if  optimal 
timing and appropriate taxa are considered.
The third study compared moth diversity and species composition among
longleaf pine sites that had undergone different burning regimes. A total o f 4,272
moths representing 323 species were identified over two years o f sampling. Growing
v
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and dormant season bum sites did not differ significantly in species richness, yet 
differences in species composition and host plant use were observed between all three 
management regimes. Whereas 55% of species unique to  growing season sites fed on 
herbaceous vegetation and 27% fed on hardwoods, 33% o f dormant species uniques fed 
on herbaceous vegetation and 49% utilized hardwoods. Host use for unburned sites 
indicated 1 S% were herbaceous and 67% hardwood feeders. Thus, moth species 
composition reflected differences in plant composition resulting from season of bum, 
and provided a more accurate measure of habitat response to  management than diversity 
measures alone.
vi
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INTRODUCTION 
Conservation of biodiversity has been a subject o f growing attention as habitat 
loss and species extinction escalate. Scientists and conservationists alike have 
increasingly come to realize the importance, if not urgency, o f maintaining the natural 
variability of living organisms and the ecological systems in which they occur.
Knowing the biodiversity of an area not only aids in understanding the health of that 
environment, it can also serve as an indicator of the area's ability to recover from past 
and future disturbances.
Arthropod can be powerful tools in conservation because o f their high diversity, 
fine-grained response to the environment, and short-term response to environmental 
changes (Longino 1994). In particular, plant-feeding insects that exhibit specificity 
along floristic lines can provide an accurate profile o f diversity, reflecting general 
patterns of flora as well as fauna (Holloway and Barlow 1992). Whether they are 
measured in terms of biomass, diversity, or ecological dominance, insects comprise a 
key component of terrestrial ecosystems and should be a major element in conservation 
planning and natural resource management (Fisher 1998). Lepidoptera, the second 
largest order of insects, can yield large sample sizes and many species are easily 
identified. Thus, Lepidoptera are particularly appropriate fix biodiversity surveys. 
Within the order, moths are relatively easy to survey because they can be collected with 
simple light traps. Moths have the additional advantage in that they have been collected 
and studied extensively, thus providing a geographically comprehensive database 
founded on fairly reliable systematics (Holloway and Barlow 1992).
1
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According to Coddingtoa et al. (1991), two scientific fields have traditionally 
been responsible for assessing biodiversity: systematics and community ecology. 
Systematists tend to sample many habitats, moving to new areas once a representative 
species sample is obtained. Although this results in good estimates o f species richness, 
i.e., the number of species in an area, statistical extrapolation from this data is often 
impossible due to lack o f data on abundance, the number of individuals representing 
those species within the habitat. Community ecologists, on the other hand, are more apt 
to look at commonness and rarity o f species, relationships between species diversity and 
community stability, and the effects of habitat variables cm species diversity (Longino 
1994a). Although these data may be easier to interpret statistically, they often poorly 
represent the total fauna.
Longino (1994a) describes systematist tactics as the "get them all" approach,
whereas he terms that of community ecologists as the "sample a few, estimate the rest."
In an ideal situation, these two approaches should be combined so that, with minimal
sampling  effort, <me could develop an accurate representation o f the local fauna yet still
gather enough information to be able to extrapolate beyond the collection. The study in
Chapter 1 presents an attempt to deal with these issues by comparing the moth fauna
between and within two different habitats, a mixed hardwood forest and a longleaf pine
savanna. Abundance and richness were measured, and taxa were identified to species
when possible. Samples are only taken for one season, however, so extrapolations are
made to  estimate the actual moth fauna o f the habitats across a broader temporal
framework. Comparisons of moth diversity provide information cm differences in
species richness between these two habitats, whereas examination o f host plant use
2
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allows a better understanding of differences in plant structure and composition between 
and within these habitats.
Coddington et al. (1991) also suggested that sampling methods should be fast, 
reliable, simple and cheap. These recommendations are reflective o f the urgency felt in 
many areas where species are being lost faster than they can be cataloged, as well as the 
economic and resource limitations often faced by scientists. Sampling insects poses 
additional problems in that species diversity levels are so high, estimated by some to be 
between 6-80 million species worldwide (H&wksworth and Mound 1991). Yet optimal 
sampling schemes have not been developed for insect biodiversity estimates. Chapter 2 
addresses this problem by comparing an intensive, short-term sampling survey with a 
relatively long-term survey. The goal of this study was to determine what percentage of 
the fauna in a habitat can be catalogued within a limited amount of time, and then 
comparing those results to a survey o f ftnnal composition over an entire season. The 
accuracy of richness estimators in these two surveys was also assessed
Once a reliable fgtinwte o f biodiversity has been made, it is desirable to interpret
the information in terms of the history of the ecosystem and response to current
management and potential future disturbances. For example, having chosen moths as a
focal group, one could ask if  observed changes in moth diversity are reflections of
changes in the plant composition o f the areas in question. If so, the ability of a
disturbed hahitat to return to hictorical community compositions could depend on the
degree to which plants and their herbivores tolerate disturbance or are capable of
recolonizing from undisturbed areas (Holloway and Barlow 1992). Holloway and
Barlow (1992) found that disturbance effects can differ by taxonomic group, as some
3
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families of moths are much more vulnerable than others. This phenomenon is referred 
to as a "spectrum of vulnerability.” The extent to which this spectrum is affected by 
such factors as host specificity, host plant availability, and management practices must 
be addressed to better understand variability in biodiversity.
Chapter 3 examines the responses o f the moth fauna in a longleaf pine savanna 
to various burning regimes. Natural fires are more common during the summer, or 
growing season, and reflect the most natural conditions to which pines and their 
communities have adapted. Winter, or dormant season fires provide the periodic 
disturbances to which die pines are adapted, but during the wrong time of year, whereas 
fire suppression eliminates this disturbance altogether. Presence of certain moth taxa in 
areas undergoing different burn regimes can be used as indicators of the extern to which 
the plant community is responding to these varying management techniques. For 
example, observations can be made as to whether moths dependent upon longleaf pine 
endemic plants remain in an area after a change in season of burn, or, conversely, 
whether or not they can return after having disappeared.
MIXED MESOFHYTIC HARDWOOD FORESTS
hfixed mesophytic hardwood forests are characteristic o f low to intermediate
elevations in the southern Appalachian Mountains o f the eastern United States. Isolated
remnants of this habitat also occur to the west in the Interior Highlands and across the
Gulf Coastal Plain. Large areas of mesophytic hardwood forest apparently were present
on the Gulf Coastal Plain during the cooler periods o f the Pleistocene and served as a
significant refuge habitat during glacial maxima (Delcourt and Delcourt 1975). These
woods are near theur southernmost extent in central Louisiana in an area known as the
4
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Tunica Hills. They are located at the southern end o f a narrow belt o f forested ravines 
that form the eastern border o f the Mississippi River Valley between Baton Rouge, LA 
and Memphis, TN. This belt, referred to at loess bluffs or btuffiands, is bordered on the 
west by the bottomiaad forest o f the Mississippi River floodplain, and on the east by 
drier pine-hardwood forest These hills are composed o f loess soils, which are made up 
of wind-blown sediments that originated in the Mississippi River floodplain and eroded 
into the highly dissected systems o f MBs and ravines that exist today.
This habitat is primarily mixed mesophytic hardwood forest dominated by 
magnolia (Magnolia gremdifJora L.X hoBy (Hex apaca Aitoa), and beech (Fagus 
grandifoiiaEbihan) (Delcourt and Delcourt 1974). The forest also has a high diversity 
of small trees and shrubs* including dogwood {Comus florida  L.X winged elm (Utmus 
alata MichauxX and iroowood (Carpinus caroUmana Walter). Indigenous understory 
herbs include aBeghany spurge (Packysandra procumbens Michaux) and indian pink 
(SpigeUa marikmdica L.) (McCook 1982).
The Tunica Hills provide an exceBent habitat in which to conduct an 
examination of sam pling techniques, as much o f the mixed hardwood fauna in its 
northern range has already been cataloged and can thus be identified readily. Also, the 
Tunica Hills contain many subtropical elements that are absent further north, creating a 
unique community in Louisiana. Thus, the combination o f northern disjuncts and 
southern components present an interesting ecosystem for compiling a species list.
LONGLEAF PINE SAVANNAS
Of aU the Southern pines, longleaf pine (Pim ispahistris M ill.) is often
considered to be foe most aesthetically ph«««g, the most resistant to insect and disease
5
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damage, and most valuable in term* of quality of wood products (Barnett 1992). 
Longleaf pine is also the most fire-toierant Southern pine (Rebertus et al. 1989). 
Longleaf pine forests and savannas sustain the largest number o f native species and 
more species of rare plants than any other habitat in Louisiana, and are home to 
endangered species such as the red cockaded woodpecker and gopher tortoise (Smith 
1991). Unfortunately, longleaf pine savannas are also one o f the most threatened 
ecosystems in the United States, with onty about 3% of their original distribution of 60- 
70 million acres estimated to remain (Noss 1988).
Soon after European colonization o f the Southeastern United States, 
southeastern pine savannas started disappearing from the landscape, and the species 
crtmpn-gfrfon* of vi/hat nwrnkMH hagpn changing A little more than one-half century 
after the Civil War, the vast majority of large timber had been harvested from the 
coastal plain (Platt in press). Rates o f deforestation were greater than those currently 
occurring in the tropics (SimberlofF1993). Feral hogs also contributed to longleaf pine 
decline by feeding heavily on longleaf pine seeds and seedlings (Frost 1993). 
Additionally, the practice o f fire suppression became widespread early in the 20th 
century, further degrading the remaining fire-adapted longleaf pine savannas. As of 
1994,1,200,000 ha (3%) remained, of which only about 3,000 ha was old growth (Platt 
in press).
Longleaf pines are adapted to withstand periodic spring and summer fires that
are essential to the health o f these communities. Without these fires, the pines cannot
compete with hardwoods that would otherwise replace them as the climax flora.
Timing of fires is critical, both in terms o f time o f year and periodicky, as longleaf pine
6
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seed production is tied to the fire cycle, and fire is the trigger for seedling growth. 
Managed summer, or growing season, burns are generally conducted between May and 
July. These buna reflect natural fire* that historically occurred during early summer 
mouths doe to a combination o f increased lightning activity and dry weather conditions. 
Winter, or dormant season, fires are often set between December and February. 
Dormant season fires are not as intense as growing season fires, in part because ground 
fuels are often still wet, resulting in fires too cool to kill back hardwoods and thus 
prevent the invasion o f hardwoods into grasslands (Waldrop et aL 1992). Dormant 
season fires are the most commonly conducted burns because many sflviculturalists fear 
that growing season fires will damage pines or pine regeneration, and dormant season 
fires are easy to manage due to cooler temperatures and more predictable winds (Streng 
etaL 1993). Burning in the winter months over an extended period of time allows 
encroachment of woody shrubs and trees that displace native longleaf pine vegetation. 
Natural fires have gradually ceased, either through deliberate fee suppression or an 
increase in firebreaks created by roads and developments.
The open canopies o f longleaf pine permit large amounts erf* sunlight to reach the 
ground, allowing herbs and grasses to flourish (Waldrop et aL 1992). Species diversity 
in natural longleaf sites is extremely high and includes many species restricted to this 
habitat For example, as many as 133 species o f herbaceous plants have been recorded 
in a 30 1-m2 quadrant (Noss 1988). According to  Walker and Peet (1983), who 
reported finding up to 42 species/0.25 m2 in a pme-wiregrass savanna, the level of 
small-scale plant diversity in these habitats is higher than any previously reported for
North America, and is comparable to the highest values reported in the world literature.
7
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A high percentage of these species are restricted to  this habitat. Ninety-six local 
endemics are asaociated with longleaf pine ecosystems, making k among the highest in 
North America in areas o f comparable size (Walker 1993). Walker (1993) identified a 
total o f389 plant species as rare plant taxa associated with longleaf pine habitats. 
Nearly one-half o f these were considered rare or vulnerable to extinction within their 
ranges. As a group, most o f these species have narrow habitat requirements, and 75% 
are found in four or fewer states. Whereas the plant and vertebrate communities 
associated with longleaf pine have been well documented, few studies have been 
conducted on invertebrates and the roles they play in this community, and those that 
exist are often general in nature (e.g.,. FoDcerts et aL 1993).
Relationships between insects and plants in tins habitat and how the two are 
affected by variations in burning regimes are also critical. Observing shifts in plant 
community structure in response to season of bum and comparing these with the moths 
collected in these areas may lead to a better understanding o f how closely these plant 
and insect communities are linked, and how changes in one may be a reflection o f a 
disturbance in the other.
8
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CHAPTER 1
COMPARISON OF MOTH DIVERSITY IN TWO NATURAL HABITATS IN
LOUISIANA
INTRODUCTION 
From a biogeographic and conservation perspective, studies of insect diversity 
can provide valuable insight into fiunal patterns, community ecology, and ecosystem 
integrity (Collins and Thomas 1989). Arthropod inventories provide useful data about 
habitat biodiversity because arthropod faunas respond quickly to environmental changes 
(Longino 1994). Plant-feeding insects, such as moths, that exhibit specificity along 
fioristic lines can provide accurate profiles of diversity, reflecting general patterns of 
flora as well as fauna (Holloway and Barlow 1992).
Little information currently exists on insect diversity in Louisiana, and few 
reports have been published cm its moth fauna. Articles that do exist are often on "high 
profile” groups such as butterflies or aquatic insects. Ross (1995) published an account 
of butterflies in Chenier habitats and Morse and Barr (1990) published descriptions of 
taxa from a unique aquatic fauna at Schoolhouse Springs in north central Louisiana. 
Existing publications on Louisiana moths tend to focus on specific groups, such as the 
Sphingidae (Brou and Biou 1997) and Noctuidae (Chapin and Callahan 1967). These 
studies suggest Louisiana has a rich and unique insect community, yet comparative 
profiles of these faunas at the habitat and landscape scale are lacking. Tins study was 
initiated to catalog moth diversity and abundance o f two ecosystems in Louisiana.
These habitats were a longleaf pine savanna and a mixed mesophytic hardwood forest
9
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The origins and community structure o f these two habitats contrast sharply. 
Forest vegetation has been present in the southeast fix' an estimated 100 million years 
(Platt and Schwartz 1990). Fossil records indicate that progenitors of the mixed 
hardwood forests that exist today in the southeastern Coastal Plain date back to the late 
Mesozoic or early Cenozoic era (Platt and Schwartz 1990). Longleaf pine savannas and 
asaociated species are thought to have moved into the southeastern Coastal Plain from 
the southwestern United States and northern Mexico around the late Tertiary or early 
Quaternary (Platt 1998), and comprise a diversity o f species that share a tolerance for, if 
not dependence on, fire (Platt 1998). These two ecosystems were chosen because o f 
their marked differences in fioristic composition and ecological histories. They provide 
a broad representation of Louisiana moths. Goals o f this study were to estimate species 
richness for these habitats and compare species diversity, abundance, community 
composition and seasonality between the two habitats as well as between sites within 
each habitat.
Study Sites
Longleaf Pine Savanna
The longleaf pine savanna habitat has diminished significantly as a result of 
development and land transformation over the last two centuries. When European 
settlers first arrived in the southeastern Gulf Coastal Plain, longleaf pine communities 
dominated the landscape, covering between 60 and 70 million acres—over 60% o f the 
upland area of the coastal plain (Noss 1988). Today this habitat is considered one o f the 
most threatened ecosystems in the United States, having been reduced by 85-99% (Noss 
1988).
10
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Plant species diversity in longleaf pine savannas is extremely high and includes 
many species restricted to this habitat. Walker (1993) found 96 local endemics to be 
associated with longleaf pine ecosystems, with the largest concentration of rare taxa in 
Asteraceae, Cyperaceae and Poaceae. Frequent fires, combined with the openness of 
the savannas, may have helped to encourage the tremendous diversity of herbaceous 
vegetation that has developed in the ground layer (Smkh 1991). Yet whereas plant and 
vertebrate communities associated with longleaf pine have been well documented, few 
studies have been conducted on invertebrates and the roles they play in this ecosystem.
Two sites in this habitat w av located approximately SO km apart. These 
included the Lake Ramsay State Wildlife Management Area (S t Tammany Parish; 
LP1), an area o f796 acres, and the Sandy Hollow Wildlife Management Area 
(Tangipahoa Parish; LP2), comprising 3,457 acres, both owned by the state of 
Louisiana. LP1 is characterized by an overstory of longleaf pine and has a diverse 
assemblage o f plant species dominated by grasses and sedges, such as slender blue stem 
(iSduxachyrium tenervm Nees), toothache grass {Ctemvm aromaticum Wood) and 
muhly grass (MM enbergia spp.) (pen. coram, L. Ucbatsch). There is also a large 
number o f conspicuous dicots, such as Rhada spp., Aster spp. and orchids, as well as 
bogs dominated by pitcher plants {ScorracetEa alata Wood and S. psiUacina Michaux). 
Yearly burns are conducted throughout various portions ofL P l, although three to five 
years may go by before a single plot is burned twice. These burns are conducted in the 
spring and summer to emulate natural burning cycles.
LP2 is an upland longleaf pine habitat Hardwoods, including blackjack oak
(Quercus marilandca Muenchfa.) and southern red oak (Q. faicata  Michaux), black
11
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gum {Nyssa sytvatica Marshall) and sweet-gum {Uquidambar styraciflua L.) as well as 
a variety o f pines {Firms sppi) are present in the area. The ground cover is composed of 
over SO species o f grasses, including little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium 
Michaux) and various species dPcaacum  and Aristida. Forbs that are characteristic of 
Sandy Hollow include asters {Aster spp.X blazing stars (U atris spp.) and legumes 
{DesmocKvm spp., Stylosanthes biflora L.). Sandy Hollow represents a drier longleaf 
pine habitat, and lacks the bogs that characterize Lake Ramsay. This site usually 
undergoes yearly winter burns. LP1 is estimated to contain approximately 200 species 
of vascular plants, and LP2 between 400-500 species, with 40%-50% of plant species 
found at LP1 present in LP2, and 25% of LP2 species occurring in LPI (L. Smith, pers. 
comm).
Mixed Hardwood
Mixed mesophytic hardwood forests o f southeastern Louisiana contain an 
unusually high number o f northern disjuncts and several endemic species and varieties 
of vascular plants (Delcourt and Delcourt 1975). Located in a region known as the 
Tunica Hills, this area makes up a belt of loess bluffs bordered on the west by the 
bottomland finest o f the Mississippi River floodplain and on the east by a drier pine- 
hardwood forest. A survey o f the vascular flora o f the Tunica Hills southwestern 
Mississippi border documented 255 species of vascular plants (McCook 1982). 
Vegetation is dominated by magnolia (Magnoiia grandiflora L.X holly {Hex opaca 
Aiton) and beech {Fagus grandifblia Ehrhart) (Delcourt and Delcourt 1974). The 
Tunica Hills currently comprise the southern-most mixed mesophytic hardwood forest
12
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in the eastern United States, and include many warm temperate and subtropical species 
that are absent in this habitat to the north.
The two mixed mesophytic hardwood sites in this hahitat were located 
approximately SO km apart in West Feliciana Parish. The Tunica Hills Wildlife 
Management Area (MH1) consists o f2,944 acres owned by the state of Louisiana, and 
the Feliciana Preserve (MH2) is a privately owned undeveloped 150 acre tract of land. 
In addition to the dominant tree species mentioned above, these sites are characterized 
by a high diversity o f shrubs and small trees, such as pawpaw (Astmma triloba Dunal), 
sassafras (Sassafras albidum  Nees.), dogwood (<Camus jlorida Link.) and winged elm 
(Ubmis alata Michaux), under a canopy o f larger trees such as oak (Quercus spp.X 
cherry (Promts spp.) and hickory (Carya spp.). Some understory herbs common to both 
sites include alleghany spurge (Pachysandra procumbens Michaux) and indian pink 
(Spigelia marilancHca L.) (McCook 1982). MH2 was selectively logged about 25 years 
ago. MH1 was reportedly dear-cut 75 years ago, although probably only along the 
ridges, as there are trees over 200 years old in the ravines (R. Martin, pers. comm.). 
MH1 and M IC contain approximately 200-250 vascular plant species. About 70% of 
these plant spedes are common to both sites (L. Smith, pers. comm).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All specimens were collected with ultraviolet light traps (UVLT). Each trap
consisted of a 15w ultraviolet light within a funnel and baffle apparatus, atop a 2x1x1 in-
screened cage. Four UVLTs (one per site) were operated two nights per month (once
every two weeks), March through October 1995, resulting in 64 collections (32 from
each habitat, 16 from each trap) over an eight month period. lights were powered with
13
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12vd/c batteries. Moths captured by the traps were inspected in the morning.
Common, easily identified species were cotrated and recorded on a data sheet in the 
field. Species that could not be identified in the field were collected in cyanide jars and 
taken to the laboratory, where they could be processed and identified.
Moths were identified using taxonomic literature, including general works such 
as Coveil (1984X Holland (1968X the Moths of America North of Mexico Series 
(Hodges etal. 1983 and references thereinX and additional primary literature. This 
literature was also used to obtain range, abundance and host information for the 
appendices. Identifications were verified by comparison with specimens in the 
Louisiana State Arthropod Museum and the Mississippi Entomological Museum, and in 
consultation with Dr. Richard L. Brown (Mississippi Entomological Museum). 
Lepidoptera included in species analysis were moth families traditionally known as 
"macrolepidoptera,” although some of the more readily identifiable families o f 
"microlepidoptera," such as Limacodidae, Megalopygidae and Pyralidae, were also 
included. Species listed represeitt only a subset of total moth diversity collected from 
each habitat because some taxa, difficult to identify, including many microlepidoptera, 
were excluded. Species complexes that could be readily distinguished from all other 
species, but whose species could not be differentiated without genitalia mounts, were 
treated as one species [e.g., Hafyskiota tesseUaris (J.E. SmithyAarrra/ (Walsh)]. Most 
species groups th a t required genitalia d i^» rtin n g  or wing mounts for identification were 
not included in the analysis.
Species accumulation curves and quantitative species richness estimators were
generated using Estimates Richness Estimator Program (Colwell 1997). Results o f five
14
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richness estimators were compared. The first three, incidence-based coverage estimator 
(ICE) (Lee and Chao 1994) Chaol (abundance-based) (Chao 1984) and Chao2 
(incidence-based) (Chao 1987), estimate population size based on capture-recapture 
data. The fourth estimator, second-order Jackknife (Hehsfae and Forrester 1983), is 
based on numbers of uniques and duplicates and number of quadrants sampled 
(Chazdon et al. 1997). The Michaelis-Menten equation, originally developed to analyze 
conversion rates in enzyme kinetics (Raaijmakers 1987), uses maximum likelihood to 
estimate parameters and their variances. One hundred randomizations and 10 
abundance classes were used in the analyses. Data points for both mixed hardwood 
sites on 11-August 1995 and 23-September 1995 and fix’ LP1 on 14-April 1995 have 
been approximated because traps at these sites failed to run on these dates. Values from 
these points have been averaged using data from dates before and after the trap failures 
to avoid misleading drops in seasonality figures. Significant differences between 
habitats and between rites within habitats were tested using a Chi-squared test for 
homogeneity.
RESULTS
A total o f4,337 specimens representing 22 families, 311 genera and 394 species
were identified during the 8-moftth study. The mixed hardwood habitat yielded 314
species, 228 genera and 21 families. The longleaf pine habitat collection resulted in 208
species, 173 genera and 17 families. Almost three times as many moths, 73%, were
trapped in the mixed hardwood site as in the longleaf pine savannas (Table 1.1).
Although abundance was considerably higher in the mixed hardwood, there was less
discrepancy between the two habitats in species richness. One hundred eighty nine
15
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(47%) species were found only in the mixed hardwood habitat, 86 (22%) wore unique to 
longleaf pine, and 123 (31%) were found in both. Considering sites, 93 (30%) o f the 
mixed hardwood species occurred only at MH1 orMH2, and 81 (39%) o f the longleaf 
pine moth species occurred only at LP1 orLP2.
Sorenson's index of species overlap (Magurran 1988) indicated that less than 
one-half (47%) o f the species collected in this study were common to  both habitats 
(Table 1.2). Sorenson’s quantitative index revealed 55% overlap in abundance between 
sites. Within habitats, MH1 and MH2 had 67% overlap of species and 74% overlap in 
abundance, whereas LP1 and LP2 shared only 38% of species and 33% of abundance 
(Table 1.2).
Table 1.1. M oth richness, abundance, uniques, singletons and doubletons, by site 
and hab itat__________  ____________  _______
MH1 MH2 MH LP1 LP2 LP Total
Individuals 1,990 1,165 3,155 194 988 1,182 4,337
Species 261 216 314 76 181 208 394
Sp. unique to site/habitat 65 28 189 10 71 86
Singletons (sp. cod. once) 66 80 78 48 59 75
Doubletons (sp. cod twice) 39 36 35 13 34 35
Table 1.2. Sorenson's percent overlap of species richness by site.
MH1 MH2 LP1 LP2 MH Total
MH1 100
MH2 67 100
LP1 24 23 100
LP2 38 43 38 100
LP Total 47
Species richness estimators for the mixed hardwood habitat ranged from 346 
species for the second-order jackknife to 304 for the Michaelis-Menten means for MH1
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(Fig. 1.1, AX and 334 to 269 for MH2 (Fig. 1.1, B). In the longleaf pine sites, the 
estimators ranged from 212 for the incidence-based coverage estimator  to 140 for the 
Michaetis-Menten means (Fig. 1.2, A )fbrL Pl, and from 272 for the second-order 
jackknife to 232 for the Michaelis-Menten means for LP2 (Fig. 1.2, B).
Throughout the study, it was observed that moths collected from mixed 
hardwood sites appeared to consist o f more large, heavy-bodied individuals whereas 
those from longleaf pine sites consisted of more small, lighter-bodied moths. To 
quantify whether this tread was real, SO moths of the most abundant family in the study, 
Noctuidae, were randomly selected from each habitat and weighed. A t-test indicated 
that weights between habitats were not significantly different between habitats within 
this family (F = 1.58, Prot»F = 0.1110).
Representation by two fam ilies with the largest bodied moths, Satumiidae and 
Sphingidae, was examined by comparing relative proportions o f individuals within each 
family by habitat. The mixed hardwood forest contained 361 moths of the Satumiidae 
family and 82 Sphingidae, which together accounted fix* 14% o f total moth abundance 
for this habitat The longleaf pine savanna collection contained 13 Satumiidae and 10 
Sphingidae, totaling 2% o f moth abundance from this habitat. Chi square test of 
homogeneity revealed that there was a significantly greater proportion o f moths 
represented by these larger-bodied families in the mixed hardwood habitat than in the 
longleaf pine savanna (x2-  9.4, x2 critical = 3.841). Thus, the appearance o f larger 
moths in the mixed hardwood finest may be a result of the predominance o f the two 
largest-bodied families o f moths in this habitat.
17
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Figure 1.1. Richness estimates for mixed hardwood sites.
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Figure 1.2. Richness estimates for longleaf pine sites.
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Upon more detailed examination o f relative abundance, the two habitats were 
found to differ in the number of singletons and doubletons, species represented by only 
one or two individuals, respectively. Over one-third (75 out o f 208) o f the longleaf pine 
species were classified as singletons, yet only one quarter (78 out of 314) of the mixed 
hardwood moths were categorized as such (Table 1.1). Thus, the longleaf pine savanna 
had a greater percentage of these less commonly encountered moths than did the mixed 
hardwood forest.
The three most commonly collected species in the mixed hardwood forest 
comprised 52% o f individuals recovered from this habitat, whereas the three most 
commonly encountered species in the longleaf pine savanna accounted few 41% of the 
total individuals from this habitat (Table 1.3). At the other end o f the abundance scale, 
145 species (47%) were represented by three or fewer individuals in the mixed 
hardwood habitat, and 131 species (63%) had three or fewer individuals in the longleaf 
pine (Fig. 1.3). The three most species-rich families in this study were Noctuidae, 
Geometridae and Pyralidae, whereas the three most abundant families were Noctuidae, 
Geometridae and Arctiidae.
O f the 394 species identified in this study, only seventeen were collected across 
all four sites (Table 1.4). These seventeen species represent commonly encountered 
moths that can be found throughout the southeast if not the entire eastern United States. 
Some are considered pests (e.g., Spodoptera exigua (Hubner), the beet armyworm, and 
Dioryctria amateila (Hulst), the southern pine coueworm), whereas others are viewed 
as beneficial (e.g., Samea multiplicalis (Guende), which has been used for aquatic weed
20
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control). Presence o f these species is  all four sites sampled suggests they are habitat 
generalists.
Table l i .  Tea most commonly collected awths, raised hardwood and longleaf 
pine.
Species Family No. Collected
Mixed Hardwood
Baileya opthabmca (Guende) Noctuidae 466
Hafysidota tesseUaris (J. E. Sm ithyharrisi (Walsh) Arcdidae 400
Hypoprepta/ucosaYiubner Arcdidae 383
Clemensia albaia Packard Arcdidae 286
H)pc%yrtis unipunckOa (Haworth) Geometridae 201
Prochoerodes transversctia (Drury) Geometridae 185
Pero honeskaia/hubneraria (Walker/Gueaee) 145
Samea m ultiplicatis (Guca&c) Pyralidae 117
M elanolapfaa canadaria (Guende) Pyralidae 102
Eulithis diversilmeata (Hubner) Geometridae 101
Total 2,386
Longleaf Pine
IfypoprqM a/ycoaaHSbocr Arcdidae 59
Samea muUtpdcads (Guende) Pyralidae 46
Spodoptera exigua (HQbner) Noctuidae 46
Charistonevra rosacena (Harris) Toctricadae 44
Caemargia M orapha (HQbner) Noctuidae 40
Hyphantria cunea Drury Arcdidae 34
Phytometra rhodalialis (Walker) Noctuidae 28
Anavitrinella pampinaria (Guende) Geometridae 27
NomaphUa nearctica Munroe Pyralidae 23
M ods mardda (Guende) Noctuidae 20
Total 367
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Figure 1.3. Dominance-diveraty curves for (A) mixed hardwood forest and (B) longleaf 
pine savanna.
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Table 1.4. Species collected a t aS four sites, in order of abundance.
Species MH1 MH2 LP1 LP2
HypoprepiafitcosaYHdOMX 53 26 108 12
Baileya opthabmca (Guende) 98 41 1 3
Hafysidota lessellaris (J. E. SmithyAamsfr* (Walsh) 65 56 1 51
Samea m ultiplicalis (Guende) 3 25 35 24
Spodaptera exigua (HiBbner) 1 1 8 49
Gknodes texanaria (Hulst.) 18 17 1 9
Nemoria lixaria (Gn.) 15 14 1 6
SpHosoma congrua (WIk.) 22 12 1 1
Anavrtrmellapampmaria (Guende) 2 5 26 2
Thkxpera mgrcfimbria (Gn.) 1 1 26 3
Cryptoihelea gloverii (Pack)/nigTita (B. & McD.) 7 1 10 3
Meganola mmuscala (Zell.) 4 7 1 5
Am otitafossa GxL 6 3 1 6
Choristoneura rosacena (Harris) 2 3 1 5
EupilhecjawaserulataCxt. 5 3 1 2
Dioryctria amateUa (Hulst) 4 2 1 2
Pseudophtsia inchtdens (Wlk.) 2 1 1 3
Out o f208 species collected from the longleaf pine sites, 71 were found 
exclusively in LP2 and 10 were unique to LP1 (Appendices 1,2). Of the six LP1 
species for which frequency distribution information could be obtained through 
literature reviews, seven were classified as abundant or common throughout the eastern 
United States, and one was rare. Frequency information on 50 of the LP2 species 
revealed that 64% were considered common, 26% were locally common, and 10% were 
uncommon or rare. Of 314 mixed hardwood species, 65 were unique to MH1 and 28 to 
MH2 (Appendices 3,4). Abundance data on 55 o f the MH1 uniques revealed that 73% 
were common species, 13% were locally common, and 14% were uncommon to 
common or rare. Of the 24 species with frequency information in MH2, 75% were
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common to moderately common, 8% were locally common, and 17% uncommon to 
common or rare.
Throughout the eight months o f collecting, seasonal distribution differed 
between the two habitats as well as between sites within habitats. Abundance was high 
in mid-March and peaked in early May, late June and throughout late July and August 
for MH1, whereas MH2 peaks were primarily observed in April and June (Fig. 1.4, A). 
Both mixed hardwood sites exhibited a noticeable decrease in abundance during 
S*rtollllll*r  " f it”1—*ln>"  thrraigh th» hwmiwW  nf tlu» otiiHy Abundance peaked
once in LP1 in late June and more noticeably in September (Fig. 1.4, B). There was 
little seasonal fluctuation in abundance in LP2.
Species richness was relatively high in MH1 throughout the study until late 
August, after which it dropped and remained low (Fig. l.S, A). MH2 peaked three 
times: late April and early and late June, dropping in mid-July without additional peaks. 
LP2 species richness was relatively high from late May through early August and 
throughout September (Fig. 1.5, B). LP1 had minimal fluctuations throughout the eight 
months of collections.
Chi square comparison o f sites within habitats revealed that site seasonality was 
significantly different in abundance (x2® 65.767, df= 15, P < 0.001 for LP1 vs. LP2 
and %2 = 209.107, df= 15, P < 0.001 for MH1 vs. MH2). Richness was also 
significantly different between sites (x2= 40.185, df= 15, P < 0.001 for LP1 vs. LP2 
and x2= 38.417, df=  15, P < 0.001 for MH1 vs. MH2).
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Figure 1.4. Seasonal distribution o f moth abundance in (A) mixed hardwood forest and 
(B) longleaf pine savanna.
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DISCUSSION
The relatively low modi species richness in the longleaf pine habitat was 
unexpected. Because o f the high plant diversity in longleaf pine savannas, similarly 
high moth diversity had been anticipated. Instead, this habitat was found to contain 
fewer species o f moths than the mixed hardwood. Thus, plant diversity alone may not 
be a good estimator o f herbivore richness. Rather, other factors such as plant structure 
and community composition may play more important roles in influencing species 
richness and diversity. Whereas plant species diversity was twice as high in longleaf 
pine savannas as in mixed hardwood forest, the majority of the longleaf pine savanna 
species is herbaceous, consisting largely o f CU grasses and sedges. Tree and shrub 
diversity is low. The mixed hardwood habitat, on the other hand, is high in plant 
biomass, with many species of trees, shrubs and vines upon which generalist feeders, 
such as the common defoliators Amsota stigma (Fabricius), Automeris io  (Fabricius) 
and Nadata gibbosa (J. E. Smith), can thrive.
Although biomass within the family Noctuidae was not significantly different
between habitats, a significantly greater proportion of moths represented by the two
largest-bodied families of moths, Saturniidae and Sphingidae, were collected from
mixed hardwood sites than from longleaf pine sites. This too may be a reflection of
differences in plant structure between habitats, as the biomass-rich mixed hardwood
habitat could support more moths from larger-bodied families, such as Satumiidae and
SphmgidflA than tha npgn grassland* n f thfc savannas In a Study Comparing longleaf
pin* finmnwiniriea in southern Mississippi, greater insect abundance and biomass were
found in areas that had not been burned in three years compared to annually burned
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sites, suggesting a relationship between arthropod abundance and herbaceous biomass 
(Dunaway 1976).
The higher plant diversity o f the longleaf pine habitats may be associated with 
lower plant biomass. Frequent disturbance (i.e. fire) of longleaf pine savannas may be 
one of the factors responsible for the high levels o f plant species diversity. Frequent 
fires may inhibit competitive exclusion o f plants, as fires would prevent potential 
dominants from achieving maximum size (Walker and Peet 1983). As plant biomass 
increases (perhaps as a result o f fire exclusion), species diversity would subsequently 
decrease. Thus, frequent fires, which lead to increased plant diversity and subsequently 
lower plant biomass, may indirectly be the cause of decreased insect biomass as well.
Some of these differences in plant species composition can be seen by the hosts 
used by moth species unique to each site listed in the appendices. For example, a higher 
proportion of these species from the mixed hardwood sites feed on trees, shrubs and 
vines (61% from mixed hardwood sites versus 26% for longleaf pine), whereas the 
longleaf pine herbivore host plants are largely represented by grasses and forbs (60% 
for longleaf pine versus 19% fix’ mixed hardwood) (Appendices 1-4).
The longleaf pine habitat may also contain a more specialized moth fauna
resulting from such factors as a high percentage o f difficult to eat sclerophyllous and
silica-rich C* grasses, and the often-epfaemeral presence o f host plants that are
periodically removed by fires. The open canopy of longleaf pine environments exposes
herbivorous insects to predator attack, possibly requiring additional cryptic and
defensive adaptations (Folkerts et ai. 1993). The longleaf pine trees themselves are
considered highly resistant to insect attack, having evolved defense mechanisms against
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otherwise damaging forest pest insects (Barnett 1992, FoQcerts et al. 1993, Platt 1998). 
Moreover, the present state o f fragmentation of longleaf pine habitats has probably 
resulted in a more patchily distributed, restricted moth fauna in this ecosystem. Seventy 
five percent of all longleaf pine presently grows in stands of less than 100 acres (Outcalt 
and Sheffield 1996). These observations could help to explain the higher proportion of 
singletons recovered from the longleaf pine habitat.
Insect biodiversity studies are generally compromised by the magnitude of 
material processed. This study was no exception. Fdkerts et a l (1993) estimated there 
are at least 400 species o f moths and butterflies in sandhill and xeric longleaf pine 
savanna habitats alone. Approximately half that number of species was recovered in 
this survey in an eight-month period of time from the two longleaf pine sites sampled. 
The data presented here are only a sampling o f the moth fauna of these two habitats, 
and are not a complete representation of total moth biodiversity. This study was not 
intended as a complete survey o f the moth fauna o f mixed hardwood forest and longleaf 
pine savanna. Sites were intentionally chosen from areas with different floral 
compositions to m axim ize  the diversity of moths collected in each habitat, given the 
limited time frame of the study.
Selecting sites with different floral components, in the case of the longleaf pine,
resulted in considerable differences between sites within the habitat in terms of moth
abundance and species richness (i.e., figures 1.4, B and l.S, B). Overlap between LP1
and LP2 was only 38%, the same amount shared between habitats in MH1 and LP2
(Table 1.2). Longleaf pine systems are known to vary greatly in vegetaiional
compositions o f differences in such factors as moisture gradients, topography
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and soil types (Platt 1998, Walker 1993). As mentioned in the site descriptions, the two 
longleaf pine sites selected were very different, both in terms o f moisture gradients and 
vegetational composition, with only about 25% o f plant species present in LP2 
represented inL Pl. This difference in plant species composition is reflected by the low 
level of moth species overlap found between the two longleaf pine sites. These two 
sites, both considered longleaf pine habitats, are as different from each other as they are 
from mixed hardwood forests.
In an overview of arthropods associated with xeric longleaf pine, Folkerts et al. 
(1993) stressed the inadequacy of current knowledge o f the arthropod fauna and its 
functioning in this habitat, even though arthropods are dearly o f major significance in 
the longleaf pine system. Literature reviews for host and frequency information were 
successful for 84% o f spedes unique to the mixed hardwood sites, whereas information 
was only available for 66% of the longleaf pine uniques, reiterating the claim by 
Folkerts et al (1993) that information on the arthropod fauna in this habitat is lacking. 
Information that does exist on habitats similar to those surveyed in this study, such as a 
macrolepidopteran survey of a mixed hardwood forest in the Allegheny Mountains in 
West Virginia (Butler et al. 1995) and the above-mentioned overview of arthropods 
associated with xeric longleaf pine (Folkerts et al. 1993), indicate the lepidopteran fauna 
in both these ecosystems is extremely diverse.
Knowledge o f the biological composition o f our natural areas is a crucial first 
step toward their protection and preservation. Additionally, comparing faunas of 
different ecosystems gives us insight into the unique features that exist within each of
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these systems. Understanding the characteristics these habitats have in common may be 
as important as those that set them apart
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CHAPTER 2
INTENSIVE SHORT-TERM VERSUS LESS INTENSIVE LONG-TERM 
SAMPLING TO ASSESS LEPIDOPTERAN BIODIVERSITY IN A SOUTHERN 
MIXED MESOPHYTIC HARDWOOD FOREST
INTRODUCTION 
Arthropod inventories can provide useful measures of habitat biodiversity. 
Arthropods respond quickly to environmental changes, and are a highly diverse taxon 
(Longino 1994). Lepidoptera comprise the second largest order o f insects, and can 
yield large sample sizes. Moths are relatively easy to sample in that most are attracted 
to lights and can be collected with light traps. Moths have the added advantage in that 
they have been collected and studied extensively, thus providing a biogeographically 
comprehensive database founded on fairly reliable systemarics (Holloway and Barlow 
1992).
Coddington et al. (1991) suggested that sampling methods should be fast,
reliable, ample and cheap. These recommendations are reflective o f the urgency felt in
many areas where habitats are being lost before their species compositions can be
assessed. Although one of the advantages o f sampling insects is their considerable
richness, collecting insects also poses a problem because species diversity levels are
high, estimated by Hawksworth and Mound (1991) to be between 6-80 million species
worldwide. Additionally, our knowledge of structure and patterns o f biodiversity at the
landscape scale is larking fix- such "megadiverse" groups as terrestrial arthropods, but it
is at this landscape scale that conservation often operates (Coddington et a t 1996).
Unfortunately, optimal sampling schemes have not been developed for biodiversity
estimates. The goal of this study was to contrast two methods o f sampling moth
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biodiversity in an area. One method involved conducting an intensive, short-term 
collection, and the other a relatively long-term collection. The two could then be 
compared to determine how representative they were of each other. The effects of 
sampling method on richness estimator performance were also examined.
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
This study was conducted simultaneously with the one presented in Chapter 1. 
All moths were collected in the mixed hardwood forest described therein. For the long­
term collection, two ultraviolet light traps (UVLT), one at the Feliciana Preserve rite 
and one in the Tunica Hills WMA, were operated overnight twice a month from March 
to October 1995. This resulted in 32 collections (16 from each site) over an eight- 
month period. These were the same samples used for the mixed hardwood collection 
data presented in Chapter 1. For the intensive collection, two UVLFs located about 1 
km apart w ee operated in each o f these two sites. The four traps were run for two 
consecutive nights per week, four weeks in a row, between May and June 1995. This 
resulted in the same number of collections taken from this habitat, 32 (16 from each 
site, 8 from each trap), in the span o f one month instead of eight. For the intensive 
collection, moths were collected and identified using the methods described in Chapter 
1, with the exception that cm the first collection day of each week all trapped moths 
were killed to  prevent any released moths from returning the following night and thus 
being counted twice. On two dates o f the study, 15 May 1995 and 1 June 1995, the 
intensive and long-term collection dates overlapped, and data from the same traps were 
used for both collections. In other words, 2 of the 32 samples recorded were identical 
for the long-term and intensive collections.
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Species accumulation curves and quantitative species richness estimators were 
generated using Estimates Richness Estimator Program (Colwell 1997) as described in 
Chapter 1. A z-test was calculated using the results from first-order Jacklmife data 
provided by Estimates (Heltshe and Forrester 1983). The z-test was selected because 
information on the distribution of the richness statistics was lacking. Thus, as an appeal 
to the Central Limit Theorem, the assumption is made that the data are approaching a 
normal distribution. R is recognized that running traps for consecutive nights Airing the 
intensive collection resulted in these data points being correlated. Regardless, the 
assumption is that the same com m unity was sampled in both the long-term and 
intensive collections. The following three indices of alpha (within habitat) diversity 
were also computed: Fisher's alpha (Rosenzweig 1995), Shannon Weiner index, and 
Simpson's index (Magurran 1988 and original references therein).
RESULTS
A total o f6,870 moths were identified in this study, 3,154 from the long-term
collection and 4,198 from the intensive (Table 2.1). Altogether, 362 species were
identified, 314 from the long-term study representing 228 genera and 21 families, and
261 species from the intensive representing 196 genera and 20 families. Moths from 12
superfamilies were idemified. The majority of the moths identified were
macrolepidoptera, with the exception o f the superfamily Pyraloidea, which ranked third
in number of species. Total abundance for the intensive and long-term collections add
up to more than 6,870, the total number of moths collected and identified in the study,
because the same moths from two nights (15 May and 1 June) were recorded fix both
collections. Estimates species richness estimator predictions fry the long-term data
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ranged from a high o f428 for the second-order jacklmife to a low o f346 for the 
Michaelis-Menten means (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.1). The estimators were also calculated for 
the intensive data, and ranged from a high o f339 species for the second order jackknife 
to a low o f275 for the Michaelis-Menten means (Table 2.1).
A greater number of moths were trapped during the one-month collection than 
during the eight-month survey. This was most likely a result of the time of year in 
which the intensive collection was conducted. To maximize catches during the 
intensive collection, late spring was selected because greatest moth abundance was 
expected at that time. As a result, large numbers of seasonally abundant moths were 
collected. For example, the ten most commonly collected species in the intensive 
survey occurred at twice the densities as those in the long-term (Table 2.2).
A rank abundance plot for the long-term collection indicated that species 
distribution roughly followed a log normal pattern (Fig. 2.2). As is often observed with 
this type o f distribution, the majority o f species, 60%, were of intermediate abundance 
(11-100 individuals per species), 27% were uncommon (1-10 individuals per species), 
and 13% were very abundant (over 100 individuals per species). Rank abundance for 
the intensive study had a similar distribution, but with a greater percentage (32%) of 
species foiling within the very abundant category.
Sorenson’s index of species overlap (Magurran 1988) revealed that 76% of moth 
species collected in the long-term survey were collected in the intensive collection. 
Sorenson's quantitative index indicated 86% overlap in abundance. The z-test revealed 
that intensive and long-term collections were significantly different (z=5.02,
Z o r i t i c a ^ l . O d ) .
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Table 2.1. Snauaary values, richness estimates and 
diversity indices, toag-tenaand intensive collections.
Vatee Loos-term Intensive Total
No. maths 3,154 4,198 6,870
No. species 314 261 362
N asb g leto ss 78 56
No. doobietoBs 35 41
No. so. unique to study 95 47
Suedes richness estimates
Chao 1 401 299
Chao 2 394 307
ICE 375 308
M kbaeiis M eatea mesas 346 275
Second order Jacklmife 428 339
Alpha diversity iadiees
Fisher's Alpha 87 62
Shanaoa W ieaer 4.93 4.44
Simpsoa 78.53 39.82
Table I I  Top ten moth aperies, Intensive and long-term collection!.
Species Family No. Collected
Intensive
Baileya opkthabmca (Guen6e) Noctuidae 327
HypoprepiafitcosaUdbaer Arcdidae 303
Hafysidoia tessellaris (J.E. Smith)lharrisd (Walsh) Arcdidae 274
Clemensia atbata Packard Arcdidae 203
Prochoerodes trcmsversata (Drury) Geometridae 135
Pero honestaria (Wa&ex)/hubneraria (Guenee) Geometridae 111
Kkdacosoma americanum (F.) Lasiocampidae 98
Santea m ultiplicatis (Guenee) Pyralidae 85
Malacosoma disstria HQbner Lasiocampidae 82
EuUthis diversiUneata (HQbner) Geometridae 79
Total 1,697
Long-term
Hypagyrtis unipuncta (Haworth) Geometridae 141
Baileya opkthabmca (Guende) Noctuidae 139
Hafysidota tessellaris (IE . Smith)#Kimsu (Walsh) Arcdidae 121
Clemensia albata Packard Arcdidae 82
HypoprepkifucosaYlStioaxx Arcdidae 79
Euclea delphina (Boisduvai) Tjmacodidae 58
Prochoerodes transversata (Drury) Geometridae 50
Cosmosoma myrodora Dyar Arcdidae 49
Isochaetes beuienmuelleri (Henry Edwards) Limacodidae 43
Pantographa iimata (Grote & Robinson) Pyralidae 42
Total 804
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Figure 2.1. Species accumulation curves for long-term and intensive collections and 
richness estimates for long-term collection
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Figure 2.2. Rank abundance curve for long-term collection.
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DISCUSSION
The most significant finding o f this study is the similarity in moth catch between 
the intensive and long-term collections. A quantitative way to assess this is to contrast 
the number of species collected in each study with the estimate o f the total number of 
species in this habitat. Colwell and Coddington (1994) found the Chao2 estimator gave 
accurate estimates of true species richness. Assuming this estimate for the long-term 
collection is approximately accurate, it predicted 80 more species o f moths in this 
habitat than were actually collected and identified. If the total number of species is 394, 
the efficiency o f the two studies relative to the total number of species in the habitat is 
80% in the long-term collection and 66% in the intensive, a 14% difference. Similar 
results are obtained if actual numbers o f species identified are compared. The long­
term collection recovered 314 species out o f a total o f362 identified between both 
studies, totaling 87%. The intensive collection recovered 261 species, 72% of the total, 
or 15% of that recovered during the long-term collection.
A gross time analysis was conducted to obtain an estimate o f the amount of time 
invested in each collection. When time spent traveling to sites and collecting was taken 
into consideration, approximately twice the amount of time was required to conduct the 
long-term collection compared to the intensive. The long-term collection required 16 
separate 20-hour trips resulting in a total o f320 hours. The intensive collection 
involved four two-day trips, which lasted approximately 44 hours each, totaling 176 
hours. Thus, for 55% of the time spent conducting the intensive collection, it was only 
14%-15% short of what was obtained in the long-term survey.
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Species diversity and abundance data from the long-term collection shows 
seasonality (Fig 2.3). Moth abundance peaked between early May and early June, 
when the intensive collection was conducted. Moth richness rose in late June and was 
relatively high ttaoughout August If the goal were to maximize collections during the 
intensive study, the preferred period would have been late June, when there was not 
only a peak in abundance, but also an increase in the number o f species present. 
Because these data represent a single year, replicates over several years are required 
before consistent seasonality patterns can be documented. However, the high level o f 
similarity between intensive and long-term collections, despite potential seasonal bias, 
is encouraging Choosing the best time of year to sample allows a large percentage of 
the diversity in an area to be cataloged in a relatively short period o f time.
400
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250 - ■
200
150
100
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Figure 2.3. Seasonal abundance and species richness o f moths from long-term 
collection
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Because the number o f species identified in the long-term collection was greater 
than that predicted by the estimators for the intensive, ft is clear that the estimators were 
not accurate predictors o f species richness in the case o f the intensive collection. B is 
possible that tins is due in part to the high numbers o f prolific species collected during 
the intensive study. Repeat catches of high numbers o f the same species may have 
erroneously influenced the estimators by twfargring the intensive collection had 
approached capturing the “total” number of species in the habitat. Thus, the predictions 
were too low. Additionally, the estimators assume data points are independent, and this 
was not the case for the intensive collections. As traps were run on consecutive nights, 
samples from these pairs o f nights were probably correlated.
A greater number of singletons (species represented by only one individual) was 
expected to be found in the intensive study than in the long-term, because the intensive 
collection encompassed a shorter sampling period, and therefore was name likely to 
capture fewer representatives of most species. However, a larger number of singletons 
were detected in the long-term study (Table 2.1). Additionally, of the 362 species 
identified in tins study, 95 were recovered only in the long-term collection and 47 were 
unique to the intensive (Table 2.1). This high number o f species collected exclusively 
during the intensive collection was unexpected. One explanation is additional traps.
The very nature o f adding additional traps, which were about 1 km from the original 
long-term traps, expanded the habftat breadth o f the sampling and attracted a slightly 
different subset o f species. Thus, it may reflect microhabitat differences among traps.
An important question raised by this study is the broader applicability o f results.
For example, how would these data compare to a study involving a different order of
40
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insects, or moths in a different ecosystem? Carlton and Robison (in press) reported 
little seasonal variation o f species among beetles in forest litter, even though abundance 
fluctuated. Knowing this, if  one were to  optimize a sampling protocol for forest litter- 
dwelling beetles, it would be advantageous to focus more on variation in abundance 
rather than richness.
Another limitation o f this study is that collections were only made for one 
season. Based on the seasonality data gathered, late June appears to be the most 
effective time in which to  sample. However, seasonal fluctuations in diversity and 
abundance are likely to vary from year to year. Sampling for one season alone 
undoubtedly resulted in the omission o f numerous species o f moths that were not 
encountered during the year this study was conducted, Species accumulation curves for 
both collections were still increasing when all 32 samples had been taken from each 
(Fig. 2.1), indicating that new species were still being added. This study provides a 
baseline of data upon which future insect surveys in this habitat may be developed.
Insect inventories can provide a tremendous amount of information about the
natural systems around us. Their ubiquity, abundance and diversity make insects ideal
indicators of changes in an ecosystem (Oliver and Beattie 1993). Variation in species
richness at the landscape scale is a critical component in conservation planning and
natural resource management (Coddington et a t 1996). One of the biggest obstacles
entomologists face today is cataloging this tremendous source of information, which
can often be overwhelming. This study has demonstrated that a considerable proportion
of the diversity in an area that would be collected in a relatively long-term study can be
recovered in a short, intensive sampling survey. Thus, choosing indicator groups, such
41
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as a subset o f moths, and extrapolating from them, may be the direction that will have to 
be taken if we are to effectively assess our rapidly changing ecosystems and thus 
understand how to better preserve and manage them.
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CHAPTER 3
EFFECTS OF SEASON OP BURN ON MOTH SPECIES COMPOSITION IN A
LONGLEAF FINE SAVANNA
INTRODUCTION 
Management o f natural areas has become a topic o f growing concern as species 
extinction and habitat loss escalate. Adequate understanding o f the components of 
these systems is crucial to the effective preservation o f what remains. This is 
particularly true of fire adapted ecosystems, in which many organisms have not only 
evolved a tolerance to fires, but require these periodic disturbances for the maintenance 
of their natural communkies. The longleaf pine savanna is a fire-adapted system, 
characterized by open ranges o f grasses and forbs, with longleaf pine (Firms palustris 
Mill.) as the dominant tree (Platt 1998). Logging, improper fire management, and other 
factors have resulted in a drastic decline of this habftat since presettlement times. Once 
occupying approximately 60 million acres in the Southeastern Unites states, only 3.8 
million acres were estimated to remain as of 1985 (Outcalt and Sheffield 1996).
Natural accumulation o f fuels (needles, branches and grasses) in longleaf pine 
savannas allows fires to  burn with sufficient frequency and intensity to maintain the 
pine-grassland communities against encroaching hardwoods (Waldrop et al. 1992). 
Natural fires in longleaf pine savannas have gradually ceased, however, due to 
construction of roads and developments, which act as fire breaks, and fire suppression. 
Historically, managed bums have been conducted during the dormant season. These 
dormant season fires are easy to manage, but often too cool to kill hardwoods and other
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invasive species that would otherwise replace longleaf pine and the herbaceous species 
that dominate these communities.
Natural longleaf pine fires historically occurred during the growing season, and 
were triggered by lightning. The southeastern United States has one o f the highest 
frequencies o f lighting strikes in the world, averaging between 1>10 strikes per square 
mile per year (Platt 1998). Most lightning occurs during the growing season (April- 
September), peaking in midsummer, although the largest natural fires occur in May and 
June, when conditions are driest (Platt 1998). Various studies have found that burning 
during the dormant season results in changes in plant composition and timing of 
flowering (e.g., Streng et al. 1993X which may ultimately lead to overall changes in 
plant community compositions in longleaf pine habitats.
Insects are effective indicators of habitat change, and insect inventories can be 
used as tools for monitoring changes in community composition. Herbivorous insects, 
such as moths, are particularly useful in that they can be used to reflect patterns in plant 
species composition. Lepidoptera are sensitive to fire and exhibit consistent patterns of 
response to fire across a variety of habitat types (Friend 1995).
Most biological diversity in nature is contributed by invertebrates, and there is
increasing evidence of the importance of the roles they play in the maintenance of
ecosystems, but there remains a paucity o f information on the biologies of invertebrates
(Friend 1995). It is not surprising therefore that arthropods associated with longleaf
pine are poorly known (Folkerts et a t 1993). Thus, this study was conducted with two
objectives in mind. The first was to survey the moth fauna o f a longleaf pine savanna to
determine the species that characterize this community. The second objective was to
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compare moth richness, abundance and specie* composition among a w  that had 
undergone growing season burns, dormant season burns, and fire suppression.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All moths were collected with ultraviolet light traps (LJVLT) described in
Chapter 1. Six trap sites were selected in 1996, representing two areas that had not
undergone prescribed burning in at least eight years, two that had been burned during
the growing season, and two that had undergone dormant season burns. ThesixUVLTs
(one per site) were operated one night each month (within a week of the new moon),
March through October, 1996, resulting in 48 collections over an eight month period.
In 1997, the two unburned sites were replaced with an additional growing and dormant
season trap site, resulting in a total o f three growing and three dormant season traps.
Traps were again operated once per month, March though October, exactly as in 1996,
resulting in an additional 48 collections.
Traps were located in two groups o f three in 1996, each group consisting o f a
growing season burn trap, a dormant season burn trap and a fire suppression trap. In
1997, traps were arranged as three pahs, each pair consisting of a growing and dormant
season burn trap. Groups of traps were located approximately six kilometers apart from
each other, and traps within each group were between one and two kilometers apart
Traps were placed within these groups in order to  minimize habitat differences between
different bum regime sites due to geographic location. Moths captured in the traps were
collected and identified as described in Chapter 1.
The data point for a trap that failed to run on 3 July 1997 in a growing season
burn site (G6, see below) has been approximated. The value from this point has been
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averaged using data from dales before and after the trap failure to avoid misleading 
drops in seasonality figures.
Significant differences between burn treatments were tested using S AS* 
autoregressive repeated measures analysis (AR1). Nonmetric mukidimentional scaling 
using Chord distance matrix was selected as an ordination technique to discern how 
species compositions were distributed among burn treatment traps. Species 
accumulation curves and quantitative species richness estimators were generated using 
Estimates Richness Estimator Program (Colwell 1997) as described in Chapter 1. 
Shannon Wiener and Simpson’s indices of diversity were also computed.
Site Descriptions and Burn History 
All sites were located in the Vernon District o f the Kisatchie National Forest 
(KNF). which encompasses 85,000 acres. The Vernon District of KNF is located in 
Vernon Parish, western Louisiana, near Leesvilk, Louisiana Vernon Parish contains 
63,000 acres of longleaf pine, the greatest amount in Louisiana (Outcait and Sheffield 
1996). Predominant presettlement natural communities o f the Vernon District o f KNF 
included upland longleaf pine forest, longleaf pine flatwoods/flatwood savanna, mixed 
hardwood-lobk>lly finest and riparian forest (Grace and Smith 1995). O f45,000 acres 
surveyed, Grace and Smith (199S) found 19,000 acres of the Vernon District ofKNF to 
support longleaf pine habitat. Although the area has been modified considerably since 
presettlement times, the Vernon District supports some of the highest quality longleaf 
pine habitat remaining in western Louisiana (Grace and Smith 1995). This forest is 
entirely within the historic range o f longleaf pine in the West Gulf Coastal Plain. Burns
in KNF have historically been conducted during the dormant season.
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In addition to longleaf pise; trees that can be found in the area, depending on 
burn history, include loblolly (Pinus taeda L.), sweet gum (Lupridambar stryaciflua L.) 
and black gum (Nyssa sylvatica Marshall). Midstory vegetation includes such shrubs as 
huckleberries (Vaccimum spp.) and wax myrtle (Myrica cerifera L.). The understory 
consists o f a diverse assortment of grasses, composites, legumes and fbrbs. Grasses 
include little bluestem (Sctuzachyrmm scoparitm  Michaux), Gulf coast muhly 
(M uhlenbergia expansa DC.), toothache grass (iCtemrim aromaticum W alter), panic 
grasses (Panicum spp.) and broomsedges (Andropogon spp.). Composites include 
numerous asters (Aster spp.), sunflowers (HeUanthus spp ), rabbit-tobaccos 
(Gnaphalhtm spp.), blazing stars (Liatris spp.), goidenrods (Solidago spp.) and 
irooweeds (Vemonia spp.). Some forbs found in the area are meadow beauties (Rhexia 
spp.), rose-gendan (Sabatia spp.X milkweeds (Asclepkis spp.), and flowering spurge 
(Euphorbia coroUata L.) (Grace and Smith 1995). Numerous bogs characterized by 
yellow pitcher plants (Sarracema da ta  Wood), sundews (Drosera brevifolia Pursh and 
D. captilaris Poiret) and chib mosses (Lycapodham spp.) are also present in the Vernon 
District.
Dormant season burns for this study were conducted in December, 1995 and
January, 1996, before moth collections were initiated. Growing season burns were not
conducted until July and August of 1996, four to five months after collecting had
commenced. Thus, statistical analysis was conducted on 1997 data, but not on 1996
tint* which included burns. Moth richness and abundance were also compared across a
post-burn collecting period encompassing 15 months, 11 months o f which involved
collections. For the dormant season burn sites;, this analysis included data collected
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between March, 1996 and May, 1997 fix'D1 andD2, dormant season traps used in both 
years o f the study (see below). The growing season 11-month period began in August, 
1996 and continued through October, 1997, using data from G3 and G4, growing season 
burn sites used in both years (see below). Because aU sites were at least in their second 
round o f seasonal burns (Lc. ail dormant burn sites had been burned in the dormant 
season before their current bum cycles, and all growing season burn sites had 
undergone a previous growing season burn), species compositions were still used fix' 
comparisons between sites across both years of the study.
The following sites were sampled in 1996:
D1 868 acres burned on 1/9/96. The site had previously been burned during the
dormant season on 12/89, before which no records of managed burns could be 
located.
D2 45 acres burned on 11/28/95. The site had previously been burned during the 
dormant seasons on 12/89 and 1/87.
G3 387 acres burned on 8/7/96. The site had previously been burned during the 
growing season on 6/93, and before that late in the dormant season on 3/88.
G4 211 acres burned on 8/7/96. The site had previously been burned during the
growing season on 4/29/93, and before that in the dormant seasons on 1/91 and 
1/87.
U5 140 acres not burned fix 'at least eight years prior to tins study.
U6  110 acres not burned for at least ten years prior to  this study.
In 1997 sites D l, G3 and G4 were sampled again. Site D2 from 1996 was
mistakenly burned during the dormant season of 1997, so a new site 3 km away with
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similar vegetational composition and fire history was selected. The new D2 consisted 
of an area in which 75 acres bad been burned oa 1/9/96. The site may have been 
included in a wildfire in 1992 (no record o f season o f burn), ft had previously been 
burned during the dormant season on 1/87.
The following sites were also sampled in 1997:
D5 1,215 acres burned on 3/8/96. The site had previously been burned in the 
dormant seasons on 1/92 and 12/90.
G6 240 acres burned on 7/8/96. The site had previously been burned during the
growing season on 5/94, and before that during the dormant seasons on 1/92 and 
1/87.
RESULTS
A total o f4,272 moths and 323 species were identified over the two years o f this
study (Table 3.1). O f these, 2,428 moths representing 12 families, 172 genera and 262
species were collected in 1996. In 1997,1,844 moths representing 11 families, 134
genera and 183 species were collected, hi 1996, approximately 52% of moths were
collected in the unbumed sites, 24% were from die growing season burn sites and 24%
from the dormant burn sites. In 1997,51% of the moths were collected in the dormant
burn sites and 49% in the growing season burn sites.
Sorenson’s index o f species overlap (Magurran 1988) indicated that the greatest
amount of overlap between sites in 1996 was between those that had undergone
managed burns, the growing and dormant season burn sites (Table 3.2). Growing
season burn sites and unburned sites were least similar. Overlap between growing and
dormant season bum sites was greater in 1997 than in 1996. Sorenson’s quantitative
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overlap revealed there was close to 100% overlap in moth abundance between the 
growing and dormant season burn sites fix’ both years of die study, whereas it was just 
over 60% when compared to  the unburned sites in 1996 (Table 3.2). Overlap o f species 
among traps within each treatment in 1997 ranged from 54%-57% for the three growing 
season traps and 48%-58% among dormant season traps.
Tabic 3.1. Summary of moths collected
1996 1997
Site Ihdividiiab Species Site Individuals Species
D l 296 102 Dl 503 129
D2 285 107 D2 162 63
G3 276 88 D5 282 81
G4 319 95 G3 227 89
U5 487 118 G4 246 87
U6 765 121 G6 424 102
Total 2,428 262 1,844 183
Table 3.2. Sorenson’s percent overlap of species and 
a b u n d a n c e ._____________________________
1996 1997
Species Abundance Species Abundance
G vs. D 64 99 74 98
D vs. U 56 64
G vs. U 52 63
SAS* autoregressive repeated measures analysis revealed no significant
differences between number of moth species in the growing and dormant season bum
sites in 1997 (F1.4, F=0.Q1, P=0.9466). Collection dates were significantly different
(Fzas, F=8.01, PO.OOOIX but no dgmfirain treatment x time interaction was detected
(Fjjx, F=1.87, P=0.1123). Pooling 11 months o f post-bum data also revealed no
significant differences between treatments (F u, F=0.07, P=0.8135). A total o f 737
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moths representing 165 species were collected from the dormant season burn sites 
during this 11-month period. The growing season bum collections resulted in 772 
moths and 137 species.
Shannon and Wiener's index o f diversity, which considers evenness and species 
richness, had a value o f 4.29 for the 1997 growing season sites and 4.34 for the 1997 
dormant season sites. Simpson’s index, which is weigfced towards abundances o f the 
most common species, was 48.29 for growing and 49.13 for the dormant season sites in 
1997.
A rank abundance plot for growing and dormant season burned sites pooled 
across 1996 and 1997 indicated that species distributions roughly followed a log series 
pattern (Fig 3.1). Thus, the majority o f species, 60% and S6% for the growing and 
dormant sites, respectively, consisted of uncommonly encountered species (1-3 
individuals per spedesX 24% and 28% were o f intermediate abundance (4-10 
individuals per species), and 17% and 15% were relatively abundant, with over 10 
individuals per species.
Six of the ten most abundant moths for growing and dormant season sites across 
both years were common to both burning regimes (Table 3 .3). The three most species- 
rich and abundant families in 1996 across all treatments were Noctuidae, Geometridae 
and Notodontidae. The three most common families in 1997 with respect to abundance 
and species richness, for growing and dormant season bum sites, were Noctuidae, 
Geometridae and Arctiidae.
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Figure 3.1. Rank abundance for growing (A) and dormant (B) season burn sites in 1996 
and 1997.
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Table 33. Tea most commonly collected moths, growing and dormant 
season burn sites.
Species Family No. Collected
Growing
Pseudophisia inch/dens (Wlk) Noctuidae 101
Eusarca confusaria Hbn. Geometridae 64
Holomelma laeta (Guer. -Meneville) Arctiidae 62
Phytometra rhodaricdis (Wlk) Noctuidae 59
HypaprepiaJucosaHSba.ee Arctiidae 51
Caenurgia chloropha (Hbn.) Noctuidae 45
Dasycfura mcmto (Stkr.) Lymantriidae 45
Plathypena scabra (F.) Noctuidae 44
Stiria rugi/rons GtL Noctuidae 40
Cithene phrmbea Stretch Arctiidae .3 1
Total 544
Dormant
Holomelma laeta (Guer. -Meneville) Arctiidae 88
Phytometra rhodarialis (Wlk) Noctuidae 79
Hypoprepiafucosa HObner Arctiidae 70
Amsota stigma OF.) Satumiidae 61
Datana perspicua G. & R. Notodontidae 56
Caermrgia chloropha (Hbn.) Noctuidae 52
Dasycfura manto (Stkr.) Lymantriidae 50
Tofype notialis Franc. Lasiocampidae 47
Eusarca confusaria Hbn. Geometridae 36
Anavitrmelia pampinaria (Gn.) Geometridae 33
Total 572
Species richness in 1996 was high for all three burn regimes in March, then 
dropped in April and June (Fig 3.2, A). Richness in unburned sites increased 
throughout the remainder of the summer, failing in October, whereas numbers in the 
bum regime areas remained relatively steady throughout the remainder of the year. The 
growing and dormant season sites were similar to each other in 1997, as both started off 
with low numbers of species in March, then increased through mid-summer (Fig. 3.2, 
B). Species richness in growing season burn sites dropped in August then increased
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again in September, whereas that of dormant sites remained steady though August, 
peaked in September, then dropped in October.
Moth abundance was high in March for unburned sites in 1996, dropping in 
April and June, after which abundance rose steadily until September and finally 
dropped in October (Fig. 3.3, A). Abundance was relatively steady for burn sites in 
1996 with the exception of September, at which point abundance rose for growing 
season bum sites and dropped for dormant sites. Moth abundance followed the same 
patterns in 1997 as had been exhibited with species richness, described above (Fig. 3.3, 
B).
Combined species richness estimators for the growing season burn sites for 1996 
and 1997 ranged from a high erf 277 species for the second-order jackknife to a low of 
231 for the Michaelis-Menten means (Fig. 3.4, A). The observed species total was 196. 
For the dormant seaso" sites, from which 212 species were identified, the estimators 
ranged from 332 for second-order jackknife to 251 fix' Michaelis-Menten means (Fig. 
3.4, B).
Ordination results for 1997 data indicated that moth species distributions were 
most similar between D l, DS and CD, whereas the remaining three sites w oe as 
dissimilar to these three as they were to each other (Fig. 3.5, A). Platting trap data from 
both years of the study indicated that D l and G4 were very similar to each other 
whereas G6 was least like the other bum treatment sites (Fig. 3.5, B). The two 
unburned sites, U5 and U6, were more similar to each other than they were to any other 
traps.
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Figure 3.2. Seasonal distribution of moth species pooled across sites for 1996 (A) and 
1997(B).
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Figure 3.3. Seasonal distribution o f moth abundance pooled across sites for 1996 (A) 
and 1997 (B).
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During both years o f collections, 48 species o f moths were identified exclusively 
in growing season burn sites and 55 were collected only in dormant sites. Based on 
abundance information available for 35 of the growing season burn species, 63% were 
classified as common to moderately common, 17% were locally common, and 20% 
were uncommon or rare (Appendix 5). Abundance information was obtained for 43 of 
the dormant season uniques, of which 76% were common species, 17% were locally 
common, and 7% were locally uncommon to rare (Appendix 6). Sixty-six species o f 
moths were collected exclusively in the unburned sites in 1996. Based on 56 of these 
unburned rite moths with abundance records, 77% were classified as common, 16% 
were locally common, and 7% were considered uncommon species (Appendix 7).
Host information was found for 33 of the growing season moth uniques.
Twenty seven percent o f these species were recorded as feeding on hardwood trees,
55% feed on herbaceous plants or grasses, 12% feed on both hardwoods and herbaceous 
plants, and 6% use other hosts. Of the 39 species o f donnaitt season moths for which 
host information was obtained, 49% were hardwood feeders, 33% fed on herbaceous 
plants or grasses, 5% could be found on both these classes of hosts, and 13% fell into 
other categories. Host information on 54 of the unburned site species revealed that 67% 
fed on hardwood trees, 15% could be found on herbaceous plants or grasses, 6% fed on 
hardwoods as well as herbaceous plants, and 12% on other hosts.
More detailed host information was obtained for moths o f the genus Schmia, 
whose species feed almost exclusively on flowers, over 80% of which are composites 
(Hardwick 1996). O f the nine species of ScJwma moths identified in this study, two
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ware found exclusively in growing season burn sites; one was found only in dormant 
season bum sites, and one was found exclusively in the unbtnned sites (Table 3.4). The 
majority of these moths were collected in growing season bum sites. All Schinia moths 
were collected from August to October.
Table 3.4. Schinia species collected across all Kisatdue National Forest sites (1996 
and 1997)._____________ _________________ __________________________
Species G D U Abundance Host
Schinia arcigera (G il) 19 7 1 Common Aster spp.; Machaeranthera 
tenuis inTX
Schinia gaurae (JJE. Smith) 3 2 0 Uncommon Gaura spp. (G. sinuata)
Schinia glariosa (Stkr.) 7 1 0 Uncommon blazing-star (probably Liatris, 
Carphephorus, Garberid)
Schinia gradknta  Hubner 1 0 0 sumpweed (ha  annua)
Schinia nundina (Drury) I 0 2 Uncommon asters & goldenrods (Solidago 
stricter S  canadensis)
Schinia n. sp. 1 1 0 perennial composites
Schinia irifitscia Hbn. 2 0 0 Locally
common
Eupatorium spp. (E  
compasitifoiiiau, £  fistulosum , E  
ahissmnm)
Schinia tubercuhan (Hbn.) 6 1 0 Pihopsis granmafoha
Schinia volupia (Fitch) 0 1 0 GalUandha spp. (G. puIcheOa)
Total 40 13 3
DISCUSSION
Diversity measures and analysis indicate that the moth communities in
growing and dormant season burn sites were not significantly different. One 
explanation for the lack o f significant differences between burn regimes may be the 
short time frame o f the study. This study included two years o f collecting, yet because 
the growing season burns took place five months into the first year of collecting, two 
full years of data could not be compared. To overcome this shortcoming, two 
approaches were taken to analyze data. One involved using data from the second
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season of collecting, totaling eight months of sampling. The secood involved using data 
over one and a half seasons, or 11 months of collecting. Neither approach revealed any 
significant differences between growing and dormant season burning regimes.
Another limitation with respect to the time scale of the study was the bum 
histories of the sites. Whereas the dormant season bum sites had undergone dormant 
season burns for the past several decades, the growing season bum sites had only 
undergone two sets o f growing season burns encompassing five to six years. This may 
not be sufficient time for the areas to develop differences in plant community 
compositions in response to changes in bum regimes, which would then be reflected by 
differences in insect richness and abundance.
Moth species overlap between sites within burning regimes was found to be 
relatively low in 1997, averaging 52% between dormant season bum traps and 56% 
between growing season burn traps. Again, this study may not have encompassed a 
sufficiently long period of time for plant species to re-establish themselves, and for 
moth compositions to subsequently reflect these changes. This may also explain why 
there was no clear differentiation between growing and dormant season trap sites when 
ordinations were run. A greater period of time may be required for the plant 
communities in the growing season burn sites to return to historical compositions, 
which might resuk in greater similarly between sites.
Another explanation for the lack of significant differences between burn regimes
may be the statistical and divershy analyses used to compare sites. Such measures
primarily focus on numbers alone (Le. richness and abundance), not species
composition. Season of burn may have {peater effects on species composition and life
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histories than diversity and abundance. For example, it has been demonstrated that 
many species o f plants associated with longleaf pine are affected by season o f burn. 
WxizQpta&yAristkkistrictaMichuax, a dominant longleaf pine grass, is known to flower 
significantly more after growing season fires thaa after dormant fires (Streng et al.
1993, Platt et al. 1991). Fall flowering composites have been found to exhibit increased 
production o f flowering ramets after growing season fires (Platt etaL 1988). Growing 
season fires were also found to result in increased dominance of fall-flowering fbrbs 
and delayed peak fall flowering (Platt etaL 1988).
Several species of insects feed only on plants in flower (Borror et al. 1989), 
including moths o f the genus Schinia, whose species feed as larvae and oviposit as 
adults almost exclusively on flowers, over 80% o f which are composites (Hardwick 
1996). Thus, it is possible that burning in the growing season may trigger the flowering 
of longleaf pine plant associates, and thus bring in their associated insects. For 
example, Schinia tubercuhau (Hbn.) feeds m Pitiopsisgnim m ifalia (Michaux), a 
composite found to  flower significantly more after growing season fires than dormant 
(Streng etai. 1993). Six individuals o f S  tubereuhan were found in growing season 
sites, one in dormant and none in unburned (Table 3.4). More species and individuals 
of Schinia were collected from growing season bum sites than dormant season bum or 
unburned sites tlffoughout the two years of the study. Schinia moths spend the majority 
of their lives as pupae in the soil, where they can remain for several years (Hardwick 
1996). Thus, it is likely that these moths remain in the pupal state until fall flowering 
host plants are available.
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Another example of the difference in community composition between 
management areas can be seen by examining moths collected in unburned sites in 1996. 
Moth diversity and abundance were considerably higher in these sites than for areas that 
had undexgone managed burns (Table 3.1). This was a result of changes in plant 
community composition caused by fire suppression over extended periods of time. 
Unlike the growing and dormant season burn sites, which were open and consisted 
primarily o f an overstory of longleaf pines and an understory of forbs, grasses and 
sedges, the unburned sites were very dense, with relatively dosed canopies. The 
overstory consisted of a diverse array of trees, including pines and hardwoods of 
varying heights, followed by a thick layer o f shrubs and vines, wkh very little ground 
cover underneath. Tins difference in community structure and composition had several 
effects on moth diversity and composition. The most striking effect was the increase in 
moth richness and abundance. A similar finding was obtained in the contrast of a 
longleaf pine savanna and mixed hardwood forest presented in Chapter 1. Mixed 
hardwood forests contain a greater «nn«n* of plant biomass than longleaf pine 
savannas, winch correlated with a greater number o f moths and higher species richness 
in the mixed hardwood habitat The unburned longleaf pine sites in this study 
resembled mixed hardwood forests more than pine savannas, and moth composition was 
similarly affected. Additionally, foe unburned sites could support a greater variety of 
moths, as plants representing longleaf pine and mixed hardwood habhats could be 
found together in these pockets of unburned longleaf pine finest within the larger 
periodically burned longleaf pine savanna. Indeed, several moth species fotmd only in
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the unburned sites, such asM dnisoma confusa (Hbn.), feed oa pines as well as 
hardwoods.
Differences in moth species composition were also observed between growing 
and dormant season burn sites. One of the effects of dormant season burns on longleaf 
pine habitats is that many encroaching hardwood species are not killed by these fires, 
either because the fires are not intense enough, or because the hardwoods are in a 
dormant state, and are not as affected by burns. Thus, although the dormant burn sites 
still resembled longleaf pine habitats (e.g., open grasslands with scattered longleaf 
pinesX more hardwoods existed in these areas. Of the moth species for which host 
information could be found (39 species for dormant sites and 33 for growing), a greater 
proportion of species found exclusively on dormant bum sites fed on hardwood trees 
than those from growing season sites, 49% compared to 27%. Fifty-five percent of 
moths found only on growing season bum sites fed on herbaceous vegetation, compared 
to 33% from dormant sites. Thus, moth species composition shows a response to 
differences in plant compos&on brought about by season of bum.
Sorenson's index of species overlap indicated that the moth composition in the 
dormant season bum sites was more similar to the unburned sites than it was to the 
growing season bum sites (Table 3.2). As mentioned above, this could be a reflection 
of the greater proportion of hardwood species in the dormant and unburned sites, which 
in the case of Sorenson's overlap is reflected by the number of moth species the sites 
have in common. Thus, using analyses that take into consideration species overlap as 
well as host usage, the same result was obtained* greater similarity between dormant
and unburned sites than between growing and unburned.
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These similarities between sites might reflect a mote general trend in moth 
compositional changes as longleaf pine habitats are managed with fire suppression or 
dormant season burns. Of moth species for which abundance information was obtained 
(56 for unburned sites, 42 for dormant sites and 35 for growing), the unburned sites and 
the dormant season burn sites contained a greater majority, 76% and 77%, respectively, 
o f species that are classified as common, compared to 63% in growing season burn 
sites. At the other extreme, 20% of growing season site uniques are considered rare or 
uncommon, as opposed to 7% fix the unburned and dormant rites (Appendices 5-7). 
Interestingly, there was a decrease in information available on these species similar to 
the decrease in percent of common species from the unburned to the growing season 
burn sites. Information on these species was available for 83% of the unburned rite 
unique species, 74% of the dormant season burn species, and 71% of the growing 
season bum uniques. Thus, fire suppression and dormant season burns may result in an 
increase in the number of generalist feeders. These species could be seen as 
opportunists, moving into areas that offer a wide range of food sources, whereas the 
growing season burn sites contain more specialists that might be restricted to specific 
habitats or food plants.
In summary, diversity analysis o f insect inventory data may not necessarily be
the most effective way to compare areas or management regimes. Differences may
exist between bum regimes, but they may be subtly hidden in species biologies. This is
especially true with respect to life histories and host plant relationships. Unfortunately,
much of this information is not available fin* invertebrates. Yet invertebrate studies
have the potential to contribute to a better understanding of the processes involved in
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fire ecology (Friead 1995). Thus, insect diversity studies may not provide definitive 
information on the effects o f season o f burn, yet studies o f species compositional 
differences can provide valuable insight into existing differences between these areas. 
Understanding these differences may offer the greatest potential for mote effective 
management qf our natural areas.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Results from Chapter I revealed that there was less than 50% overlap of species 
between the two habitats sampled, the longleaf pine and the mixed hardwood forest. 
Overlap o f moth abundance was also relatively low, at just over 50%. These low 
similarity levels suggest that the moth composition between these two habitats is 
different, which is not surprising, given the considerable variation in plant composition 
between the two. Similarities within the mixed hardwood habitat were higher, with 
67% species overlap and 74% overlap of abundance, but within the longleaf pine sites it 
was quite low, with 38% species overlap and 33% abundance overlap, reflecting the 
variability that exists within this ecosystem when two geographically separate locations 
are sampled and compared.
Moth richness and abundance were considerably lower in the longleaf pine sites 
than in mixed hardwood sites, an unexpected result given the tremendous plant diversity 
present in longleaf pine habitats. Thus, it would appear that {riant species richness alone 
cannot be used as an indicator of herbivore richness. Rather, other factors, such as plant 
structure and species composition must be examined together with richness if an 
accurate profile of the faunal components o f an area is to be built, at least with regard to 
herbivorous invertebrates.
Differences in plant composition between habitats were reflected by moth 
species composition when host {riant utilization was examined fix' species unique to 
each site. A greater percentage of species unique to the mixed hardwood sites were 
found to feed on hardwood trees, shrubs and vines, whereas a greater percentage o f
species unique to longleaf pine rites utilized herbaceous plants and grasses as hosts.
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A greater proportion o f less commonly encountered species was recovered from 
the longleaf pine sites than from the mixed hardwood. There can be numerous 
explanations for this finding. Increased specialization may result from the more 
challenging environment of the longleaf pine habitat, with more difficult to digest plants 
which may periodically be absent from the environment after fires have removed most 
ofthe vegetation in the area. The higher number of less commonly encountered species 
in the longleaf pine habitats may also have been a reflection o f the fragmented 
distribution of present-day longleaf pine, which would result in a more restricted, 
fragmented moth fauna.
Results from the intensive versus relatively long-term study presented in 
Chapter 2 revealed a high level of similarity between these two collection intensities. 
For 55% o f the time spent conducting the intensive collection, the intensive collection 
was only 14%-15% short o f that recovered in the long-term. This suggests that, given a 
limited amount of time, a considerable proportion of the fauna in an area that would be 
recovered from a standard collection can be obtained with an intensive survey.
However, intensive collections should consider such factors as optimal time of year in 
which to sample and information cm the life histories of the organisms to be sampled. 
This would maximize the information obtained during the short time period in which 
sampling was to take place.
The relatively high numbe r  of singletons and unique species recovered from the
intensive collection may have been a result of placing additional traps within the
habitat, although these traps were only one kilometer from the long-term traps. This
indicates that microhabitat differences within a habitat can be considerable, thus
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stressing the importance of sampling as many areas within a habitat, and as many sites 
representing that habitat, as possible. The low species overlap between the two longleaf 
pine sites discussed in Chapter 1 is a good example of this. Factors such as geographic 
location and hydrology can have substantial effects on diversity levels from the “same" 
habitat. This observation illustrates how one area can be sampled thoroughly (such as 
LP1, for example), while still excluding a significant component of the biota associated 
with that habitat elsewhere.
In Chapter 3, Sorenson's index of diversity revealed that areas that had 
undergone managed burns were most alike in 1996, whereas growing and unbumed 
sites were least similar. No significant differences were found between growing and 
dormant season bum sites. This study most likely did not encompass a sufficient period 
of time in which significant changes could be detected between bum regimes, assuming 
such differences existed. Not only was the study itself short, encompassing a period of 
two years, the growing season bum sites had only undergone growing season bums for 
5-6 years, which might not be sufficient time for plants adapted to growing season 
burns to reestablish themselves in these sites, and subsequently for the moth fauna to 
respond to these changes in plant composition.
The greatest differences between bum regimes may not necessarily lie in species
richness and abundance, however. Focusing on changes in species compositions may
more accurately reveal differences between management areas. More moths found only
on dormant season bum sites were classified as common species than those found on
growing season bum sites, whereas a greater number of species found only on growing
season sites were uncommon or rare than those on dormant sites. The proportions of
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common to rare species were almost identical between dormant season burned and 
untam ed sites. Differences in host use were also revealed when the life histories of 
these "unique" species were considered. Forty-nine percent o f the dormant season 
uniques fed on hardwoods, whereas 55% of growing season uniques required 
herbaceous host plants. Although not identical, the breakdown of host plants for the 
unburned sites was again more similar to that of the dormant season sites than it was for 
the growing season burn sites, a reflection of the increased number o f hardwoods and 
other woody species that move into longleaf pine habitats after continuous fire 
suppression or dormant season burns.
Thus, it appears that the key to revealing changes between management
techniques may lie in carefully examining changes in plant community compositions,
and subsequent insect responses to those changes. The problem here is that this is the
most difficult level in which to obtain information. There is a dearth o f information on
insect biologies, especially with respect to less commonly encountered species. For
example, in Chapter 3, more common moths were collected from the unburned sites
when species unique to those sites were examined, whereas a greater percentage ofthe
managed burn sites contained uncommon or rare moth species. Interestingly, available
information on these species reflected these trends. For example, in the Chapter 1
appendices, host and frequency information was available for 84% of the mixed
hardwood unique species, whereas it was only available for 66% of the longleaf pine
uniques. In the Chapter 3 appendices, information was obtained on 83% of the
unburned site unique species, 74% ofthe dormant season species, and 71% ofthe
growing season burn uniques. This shortage of information on the species whose
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biologies may provide us with the most revealing information is unfortunate, as they 
will most likely be the first to disappear as their habitats continue to  be disturbed and 
fragmented.
Holloway (1992) found that some taxonomic groups were more sensitive to 
disturbance than others, a phenomenon be termed "spectrum of vulnerability ” The flip 
side o f this concept is that some groups may respond more rapidly to  the 
reestablishment of natural communities after management practices have been altered in 
efforts to more closely reflect historical conditions. Thus, moths o f the genus Schmia 
may be one of the first to move bade into areas in which growing season burns have 
been resumed, responding to the increased flowering o f longleaf pine (in this case) plant 
associates.
Unfortunately, at the other end of the spectrum, many species o f moths (and
plants) may have already disappeared permanently from the landscape as a result of
prolonged mismanagement, such as continuous fire suppression or dormant season
burns. The arthropod fauna of longleaf pine systems is already thought to have been
sufficiently affected by anthropogenic changes so that determining its characteristics
under presettlement conditions may no longer even be possible (Foflcerts 1993). Thus,
to effectively catalog the native diversity that remains in these threatened areas, rapid,
intensive surveys, such as that proposed in Chapter 2, may be required before these
areas become further degraded and fragmented. Conducting thorough, long-term insect
surveys can be expensive, time consuming and overwhelming. The surveys presented
in these chapters encompassed between eight and 16 months o f collecting, yet one of
the greatest limitations o f all these studies was their short time frame. As can be seen
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by the species accumulation curves presented in each chapter, asymptotes were never 
reached, suggesting new species were still being collected at a steady rale even during 
final collections. This highlights the need for continued surveys o f species in our 
threatened areas, but not necessarily by traditionally employed methods. It has been 
estimated that if  the description o f new species continues at the present rate, cataloging 
the world’s biodiversity would take several thousand years (Oliver and Beattie 1993). 
Yet this process is in fact slowing due to declining funding for taxonomic studies. Thus 
it is likely that many species will neither be named nor described, or even collected, 
before they are extinct (Oliver and Beattie 1993).
Another finding presented was the considerable difference in species 
compositions that exists between two geographically separated areas representing the 
same habitat. Thus, it appears that there are no simple solutions to the 
systematist/community ecologist debate presented in the introduction. Rather, the key 
to effectively inventorying the biodiversity remaining in our threatened areas may lie in 
sampling as many representative areas of these habitats as possible, yet doing so in a 
rapid manner so as to maximize the number of areas that can be covered, as would be 
favored by systemadsts. At the same time, the species biologies o f the organisms in 
question must be examined so that we can learn what roles they are playing in their 
communities, how these roles are affected as their environments change, and what 
significance this may have in the preservation of these natural areas.
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APPENDIX 1. SPECIES UNIQUE TO LP1
Suedes Now Abundance ■aage* Host
Caerturgina errchtea (Cram.) 1 Abundant End aUhlfh, clover, grasses, 
ragweed1
Spodoptera latifeacia (W ile) 1 Common Southeast to 
Cent Anaer.
sorghum, maize, cowpea, 
cotton3
Trichopiusia ni (Hbo.) 1 Common East various agricnltmal crops1
Pleuroprucha insularia (Go.) 1 Common East various trees t  hert>. plants, 
inc. goldemod, Gaihm spp., 
oaks
MetammMs obfirmaria (Hbo.) 1
sometimes
East blueberries, duke cherries, 
oaks'
Scopula purata (Go.) 2 Very local and East to Southeast reared on dandelion1
AcherdoaJerraria Wlk. 
Crambus satrapeUvs (Zinck.) 
Cydopkora myrtaria (Ga.) 
Eumorphafiuciata (Sulz.)
To .. ./uw
1
1
1
1 NowaScotia-N.
Argentina
evening primrose1,2
2CasbattetaL 1990 
3FortffioetaL 1996
4Based on distribution in Nosth America
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APPENDIX 2. SPECIES UNIQUE TO LP2
Species N4 Ahm dm ce Range* Host
CissepafidvicoilisQdba.) 12 Abundant Southeast flrTtr*. I"*"*! rashes'
AcronictaovataGtL 2 '^"n|n<n" East rmlrg1
Afypta octomaculata (F.) 1 Common East grapes, Virginia creeper1
A dda infecta (Ochs.) 2 f |un<nni1 East potyphagous1
Atteva pmcteBa (Cram.) 13 Common East A pjiiiiriicr.
trees1
Balsa mafana(Fftdi) 12 Common East finit trees1
Chlorocklamys chloroleucaria (Go.) 1 Common East blackberry, composite 
flowers1
Cidtertmia seputaraBs G. & R. 1 f'nmmiMi East pines1
Cramfms ftimmifrflfef Ocn? 3 East glasses1’2
Datanapersptcua G. Jt R. 3 Common East sumach
Dolba hytoeus (Draty) 1 East blueberries, fens, 
hollies1
EudryasumoQVotL) 1 Common East oenothera, grapes1
Idaea demissaria (Hbo.) 1 r1™1™ ” East unrecorded1
Lagoa crispata Pock. 19 Common East potyphgons1
1 East tomatoes A  potatoes1
Pofygrammodesfiavidalis (Go.) 1 East ironweed1
Pxudaietia umptmcta (Haw.) 1 Common East grasses1
Pyrausta acriomalis (WBc.) 9 CmtmlMl East * .1  n t n
Schitdarivtdosa (Gn.) 1 Common East ragweed3
Semiothisa edstribuaria (Hbn.) 6 Common SnnttiMa pines1
Eumicremma minima (Ga.) 
Paraponyx aUiaaealis WBc.
1 Common in FL 
4  Common in FL4
Southeast sweet & pearly 
everlasting rabbit 
tobacco1
Hydreda albijera (WBc.) 1 Common in N East ahemate^eaf leaf & red- 
osier dogwood, white 
birch1
yf/gyrogrOTwna verruca (F.) 1 Common in S E
(tropical)
arrowhead, tobacco, curly 
code1
Caawrgia ddoropha (Him.) 66 Common in S East vetch1
Lagoa pyxudfera(J£. Smith) 7  Common in S East blaeberries, oaks, plums1
Mods latipes (Gn.) I Common in S East grasses1
Mods texaau. (Man.) 3 Common in S East crabgrass, grasses1
Pyrausta tyrads (Gn.) 1 Common in S East wild coffee1
Rachiphtsia ou (Go.) 1 Common in S East various plants, incL 
clover, com, cosmos,
mint1
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(Apprmffr 2 c—if— ed)
Utethaia betta (L.)
Acontia aprica (Hba.)
TarachkSa semiJUma (Gn.)
Acronicta affiicta (Grt)
Agrha cingukOa (F.)
Dasydrtra manto (Stkr.)
DipktherafesOva (F.)
Etmacaria ItTtijenugatn (W lc.) 
Heliothis turbatus (WIk.)
/dbea obfiaaria (WDl)
/tame varadaria (WIk.)
O eta rasra (WIk.)
ExelispyrolariaGu.
Euagrotis lubricams (Gsl)
PantheafiardUa (Pack.)
Pkytometra rhodariatis (WIk.)
Pagan simplex WIk.
Scki/ua gaurae (JJL Snath)
Sckutia mmduta (D ray)
Acronicta tritona (Hbo.)
Acontia tetragona WIk.
Acroniaa increta Morr.
Amolita roseola Sta.
Chrysendetan metScinalis GsUimitabilis
(Dyar)
CnmbtHle i fin
Crambos multilinelhts Fern.
Crambos satrapeUus (Zjnck.) 
Diasemiodesjanamali* (WBc.) 
Diastictis venlraiis (G.&R.)
5 Cannon is  S East
y C a n a n ia S  East
4 Local ia S, rare East
iaN
2 Locally common East 
I Locally common East
4 LocaBy common Sonthcast
IS Locally conunoa SE&  
tropical
5 Locally common East
1 T iv ally  cffljHiHVF ESSt
3 Locally common Southeast
1 Locally cotnmoa Soatheast
2 T nm lly m mmnn Pag*
2 Locally common East 
ia South
3 Locally Soatheast unrecorded1
1 Rare ia  SWpt o f East pines, spruces, larches1
unrecorded1
reared on dandelion &
lettuce1
Gaura spp.3 
Solidago sppJ
ayalras, rhododendrons,
blueberries1
unrecorded1
hollyhocks1
unrecorded1
oaks, walnuts1
pawpaw, sweet potato1
jade ft spruce pines1
pecans £  other trees, 
sweet potatoes1
apples, plums, wild 
cherry1
asters, phlox -  larvae eat 
flowers1
clovers, dandelion1 
unrecorded1
37 Rare aorthwatd East
2 Uncoramoa Southeast
1 Uncommon East
2 Uncommon East
5 Uncommon to East
5
1
3
2
5
12
1
9
5
Southeast
East verbena1
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(Appwdh 2 ca H w if)
Holometma laeta (Gwer.-Meaeville) 8
lodopepla v-album (Gn.) 1
MuMroessagyratis (ftalSt) 6
Nepytia seimduxaia (WIk.) 6
Ptaecaaophom sp. 1
Ponometia adgua (F.) 1
Pyrausta subsequalis (Gn.) 2
Schinia ardgera (Gn.) 13
Sdttrntaiabereahmfftm.) 7
Spragueia guttata GsL 1
Stiria rugijrons Get 1
7om w dM artafH iift 3
‘CoveU 1984 
’Holland 1968 
’Hardwick 1996 
'Kimball 1965
sBased on distribution in North America
Northeast reared oa dandelion & 
plantain*
Hast wateriilies1
gflMfhMt pmes*
thistles*
East asters’
East Psityopsis graminifolie? 
TX-Costa composite flowers2 
Rica
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APPENDIX 3. SPECIES UNIQUE TO MH1
Spedeo____________________
Acnmtcta nocttvaga Grt. 
Apantesis nais (D ray)
Apatelodes torrejacta (Westwood)
Argyrogramma basigera (WBc.) 
Baileya dormitcms (Gn.) 
Bomoiocha baUmoruOs (Go.) 
Catocala vidua (JJE. South) 
Chytcnix palMatrictda (Go.) 
Crambit&apaUidaPafk. 
Daaychira bariflava (Pack.) 
Deidamia tnacripta (Harr.)
Euparthenos mibilis (Hbn.) 
Eupteda benesimilis McD.
Eutrapela demataria (I JL Smith)
Herpetogrtamma aeglealis (WIk.)
Herpetogramma tkestealis (WIk.) 
Hoiomeitita  opeUa (G it) 
Lacitupoiia impOcatalAcD. 
Lambdma pelhicidaria (GAR.) 
LedaecpenBtalis (WIk.)
Leucanapds hmga (G it)
Nerice bidentata WIk. 
Oligocmtria semirufexxns (WIk.) 
Paltkis anguiaBs (Hbo.)
Paonka exaecatus (J.E. Smith)
Peridea basUricns (WBc.) 
Plagodisfervidaria (H.S.)
PiatyaeHtavecon (Ccl)
Probo/e nyssaria (Gb.)
Ifa. Abundance B angF
2 Common East
1 r ‘im i"~r East
8 East
1 rVmirarm East
9 CnmiPTm East
2 East
1 Common East
9 Common East
17 Common East
1 Common East
I Common East
3 East
6 East
3 ^IWIHUI East
4 East
4 East
1 Common East
1 Common East
1 Common East
1 fnm m nn East
3 r^ /Mnmf»n Southeast
2 Common East
3 Common East
2 Common East
6 Common East
3 CflnwHTTf East
1 rVfrnmwn East
3 East
1 Common East
H ot _________________
pop***1 
clover, glasses, 
violets1
ashes, maples, oaks, prunus
spp-‘
uarecosdcd1
ironweed1
maples1
hickory, pecan, walnut trees1 
unrecorded, probably grasses1
oaks1
AmpcJqpsis, gapes, VA 
creeper1
lonifts1
alders, asters, ferns, triHhnn, 
willows1
ash, aspen, birdies, elms, 
willows & other trees1
Christmas fcm , Potystickum 
acrostickoides*
Pnmy n n c  hw riw * Hnrfm1
variety o f low plants1
variety o f plants1
oaks & pines1
woolgrass (Sdrpus 
cyperimts)1
recorded on marsh grass1 
dins1
various trees & shrubs1
alder, blackbeny, firs, 
dogwood, spruces1
basswood, birches, dm s, 
oaks, poplars, pnotus spp.1
umecwded1
basswood, beeches, birches, 
chestnut maples, oaks1
collected oa lettuce1
dogwoods1
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(Appcwfix 3 ceetined)
Samea ecclesialis Gn. 1 Common SE
(tropical)1
locust trees1Semiotkisa ocellinata (Go.) 4 Common East
Sendothisa promiscuata Fgn. S Common Southeast lmawnnnfatl1
Smertnthmsjamaicendt D ray 2 Common East apple, ash, birch, dm , plum1
Spbingicampa bicolor (Huns) 1 Common East honey locust & KY coffee*---1m e
Tofype veUeda (Stoll) 
Zale hmata (Dray)
4
10 Common
East
East
apple, ash, fanch, dm , oak, 
piom f t  other trees1
mnpUg phmiB, wiQOWS &
other trees1
Zafe vnllineata (Git.) 2 Common East Hafir loCOSt1
TeUmalttaflortdana (Sol) 1 Common in 
deep south
East probably dead leaves1
Clostera albostgrna Fitch 1 Common in 
E,m m m SE
Earn poplars and willows1
Prionoxystus robiniae (Peck) 1 Common in 
Sooth
U.S. bones into living hardwoods5
Tetrads crocallata Gn. 1 Common 
northward
East alder, chestnut, sumac, 
willows1
AtUepUme thisoaria (Gn.) 4 Locally East various plants, inc. apple,
Cyciophora packardl (Proof) 3 Locally
mnmnftn
East Unrecorded, possibly oak or 
sweetfem1
Paectes oculatrtx (Gn.) 3 Locally East poison ivy1
Probole amicaria (H.-S.) 2 Locally
^tntnna
East sourwood1
Semiodiisa multilineata (Pack.) 1 Locally East Unrecorded1
Zale galbanata (Morr.) 1 Locally East maples1
Anisota virginiensis pelludda J.E. Smith 1 Locally 
common?
Quercus nigra, Q. 
marilantSca, & other oaks3
Catocala nebulosa Edw. 1 Locally 
common to
East mnrosded1
Metarranthis duaria (Gn.)
DyxxBa oculatana Clem. 
Heterophleps rejusaria (WIk.)
1 Locally 
mm
SnrthwiBf
East
East
alder, aspen, baswood1
beans & Eupatartum 
ageratoides1
Eutkyatira pttdens (Ga) 1 Uncommon Southeast flowering dogwood1
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(Appendix 3 continued) 
Sibine stimulea (Gem.)
Catocala piatrix Got.
Catocala carissimaBaM 
Condyiorrhiza vestigtads (Gn.) 
Gueneria atmUarta (WIk.) 
Haptoadymme  (Brown)
H eB annnew sp.
Idaea scmtillutaria (Hnlst) 
Morisooa new sp.
Pilocrosis i xumentatis Led.
4 Uncommon East 
to common
4 Uncommon East 
to common
1
7
2
1 East
3
3
5 
I
Southeast
East 
'Cowell 1984 
2Hoiland 1968 
-’Ferguson 1971 
4RnehhnannetaL 1988 
sForacfaler& Ndnfin 1988 
6Based on distribution in North America
Pseudothyattra cymatophoroides (Gn.) 
Vaxi critic* (Fbs.)
various foctos, shrubs & trees1
ash, butternut, hickory, pecan, 
persimmon, walnut1
Eupatorhaa, willows2
false nettle, Boehmeria 
cytindrica, Odontonema 
strict**?
alders, birdies, maples, oaks, 
poplars, roses, willows1
unrecorded1
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APPENDIX 4 . SPECIES UNIQUE TO MH2
Species No. Abundance Range* H a t
Nola pustulata (WIk.) 1 Apparently 
confined to bogs & 
swamps
East ......nnrecoroea
Agrotis subterranea (F.) 1 Common East wilted, <hy & fiesh leaves1
Cisthene packanSl (Grt.) 1 Common East licfier*1
Clostera btchtsa (Hbn.) 1 Common East aspen, poplars ft willows1
Crypiothelea gloverii (Pack.) 5 hnamvm acacia, d ln is, oaks1
EucMaena pectinaria (D. AS.) 2 Common East wildcheny1
GaUeria melloneUa (L.) 1 F/m m np Worldwide beeswax1
M a lubricalis (Gey.) 1 Common East grasses A  rotten wood1
IOa rotundalis (WIk.) 1 fwninnq East dead leaves ft coral fimgns1
LaothoejuglaidisQJL Smith) 1 East butternut, hickory, Prurtus, 
walnot trees1 
goldearod1 
dry fimgns1
Leuconycta diphteroides (Gn.) 
Metalectra dLxalis (Git.)
1 Common
2
East
East
Panopada repanda (WIk.) 1 Common liveoak ft  para grass1
Paratraea plebeja (P.) 
Pyrrharctia Isabella (JJL Smith)
1 ffl—nxm 
1 hnmmni)
East
East
tnimpet creeper, FL yellow  
trumpet creeper1 
asters, baches, clover, 
maple, saafiower1
Schizura leptioides (G it) 1 Common East apple, beech, odes, poplars; 
walnot1
SpodopteraJrugiperda (JJE. Smith) 2 Common East various gm iasft 
vegetables1
Spragueia dama (Gn.) 1 hnmmnn
Eutetia pulckerrima (Grt.) 5 Local f t
rnimmmmi
East poison susaac?
Phlogopkora periculosa Gn. 1 Locally common East alders, balsam fir, plains,
Hetbemia pistasciam (Gn.) 1 Moderately East bfaeberries ft oaks1
Cerma cora Hbn. 1 Rare East fire chcny (Pnmus 
pensytvanicaf
Peridea Jerrvginea (Pack.) 21 Rare southward East birches1
Acronidabetulaettsky 3 Uncommon to 
locally common
East birches2
Cutina (Mstincta (G it) 1 Southeast cypress (TaxotSwn sp.)5
Melanomma auricmctaria G tt 
Phobetron dyari B lB e q . 
Tetralopha subcanalis (WIk.)
1
2
1
Southeast hm-li
‘CoveU 1984
’Holland 1968
*Landiy 1995
4KimbaIl 1965
sPogue and Foguson 1998
^ s e d  on distribution in North America
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APPENDIX 5. SPECIES UNIQUE TO GROWING SEASON BURN SITES (1996 
_____________________________ AND 1997) ________________________
N n Abundance Range1 Horn
Amacamptodes humaria (Go.) 1 Common East alfalfa. bach, clover, dewberry, 
hickory, pecan, persimmon*
Balsa mabma (Fitch) 1 East apple, cherry, elm, pear, and 
ptum trees*
CermaeerMka(Ikd»mikt) 1 Common East apple, hawthorn, peach, plum, 
Rosaceae spp.*
Darapaa pkohts (Cram.) 1 fVtmmnn East in 1—*. tJaH w rff. crarr-gmn
vibonnHna, A  other plants^
Ecpamtheria seriboaia (Stoll) 6 East cabbage, cfaeny, dandelion, 
maple, sunflower, violets, 
willow1
Feltia herilis (Grt.) 4 f/mnnnn East wide variety o f cultivated 
plants*
wide variety o f plants*Helicoverpa xea (Boddie) 2 hnmmm Worldwide
Phosphila mixlioides (Gn.) 1 fV w m f East mmmnn greeubrinr*
Syachlorafrondaria Go. 2 fVnMnmfl blackberry, chrysanthemum, 
Spnwh bmiIIm  other plants*
Utethesia bella (L.) 2 Common East lepmiec, ehn, fiiKweed, Prumis
spp., sweetgrie*
Helktthis viracens (F.) 2 frmimrai East talnw o ngwrtiun pmmiiwc,
HyaJophoracecropiafL.) 1 hnmmnn East various trees & shrubs*
Metalectra dscaits (Get) 2 Commftp East dry fimgns*
Smermdnajamaicensis (Drury) 1 hnaminn East annle. ash. birch. dm. niwn, 
willow*
Spodoptera frvgiperda (J.E. Smith) 1 r'nmmim East wide variety o f plants*
Emdcremma minima (Ga.) 1 Common in FL sweet A  peariy everlasting,
rnhhit trfnMW
Paiikis atopUdie (Gn.) 4 Commonin 
South
Part beans, coralbeny, corn, oaks, 
Spanish needles
Perigea xantkioides (Gn.) 1 Commonin 
Sooth
East ironweed & sweet joe-pye 
weed*
TkysanopygaimtractataQffSL) 1 Common in 
South
East unrecorded*
Spodoptera exigua (Hbn.) 1 Common m 
South
East app>» IwMit Iwfft nnnij
if<jiw> peas*
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(AppentttsScaartl—rd)
Aconita aprica (Hbo.) 1 C a n o n  in East
South
Noia sorghiella Riley 2 Common in Tropical
PygarcOa spraguei (Grt.) 1 Local ft  tare East
Ectiptopera atricoiorata (G. &R.) 7 T w glty mmnnn
Idaea tacturata (WHc.) 1
Synedoida grandirena (Haw.) I T nrally mmmnfl Bm>
Cailopistria moltisatma (Gn.) 2 Moderately East
Cidnma melsheimai (Hair.) 3 Moat com in East
sandy oak-
baneas
Cermacora Hbn. I Rare East
Xanthopasds ttmais (Cram.) 1 Rare (except in East
FL)
Schinia trifasda Hbn. 2 Sometimes East
locally common
Kfetalectra tantilbts (Grt) 2 Uncommon East
Phyproaopus collitrichoides Grt 1 East
Schizwra apicalis (Grt ft Rob.) 1 Uncommon East
M a dimimtendis (B.&McD.) 1 Uncommon to East
tare
Pkytometra emestinana (Blanchad) 2 Southeast
Aconita tctragona WIk. 1 FL&TX
Agriopodesfallax (H.-S.) 2
ArgyrostrotisJlavistriaria (Hbn.) 1
Dypterygia patina (Haiv.) 1
Euchlacna marginaria (Minot) 1
Hollyhocks1
w gluun 1
paimrri-lraf sfnggc1
seared on clover1
witch-hazel1
fens1
oaks; teems to prefer scrub oak 
northward1
fitccbaiy (Promts 
pensyivanica)2
figs, spider Bty, narcissus1
felseboaeset ft  joe-pye-weed1
larva teased on baric o f dead 
maple (probably lied on 
fimgns)
baybeny, blueberries, 
waxmyrtle, poplars; wflkwr1
unrecorded1
Idaea violacearia (WIk.) 4
Meganola pbylla(Dyar) 2
Nemoria bistriaria Hubner 3
Ommatocktta mtmdula (ZdL) 1
Osdoconta cincereola (Gn.) 1
Schiida gradlenta Hubner 1
wide variety o f cultivated 
plants1
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(Apporik 5 m Am 4
ntartka B w e i 1
1 Covdl 1984 
2L »k yl99S  
3 Band oa datritacioa ia North Asacrics
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APPENDIX 6. SPECIES UNIQUE TO DORMANT SEASON BURN SITES (1996
_________  AND 1997)
Wangr* BoatSpecies Nm. Abundance
isrecoided1 
probtbly dead leaves1
ascended1
asten, qoldearak, horseweed, 
tobacco
oaks, Pnom* sp., rases1
Sootheas living and dead grasses, such as 
Ky. btoegram1
maples'
odes, mdodmg black, bon; red, 
A  while oaks'
Pygarctia dbdominoBs Oft. 7 Apparently rare
TetanolitaJloridana (Sol) 1 Commonin 
Deep South
East
Hypemda cacuminalis (WBc.) 2 Common iaFL East
Agrapka axygramma (Gey.) 1 fAmmnw
Sooth
East
Artace cribraria (Ljongh) 1 ^rrmmr" in 
Sooth
East
Antgisa latiorella (W k.) 1 Common
t
Bomoiocha baltimoraJis (Go.) 1 Conuaon East
Catocala ilia (Cram.) 1 Crrmmfrn East
Euchlaena obtusaria (Hbn.) 1 East
Eudryasvnio (Hbn.) 1 Pnmmaii East
Heterocampa obliqua Pack. 4 1^TTV**1T** East
Hypsoropka hormosHn, 1 East
Ledaea perditaiis (WIk.) 1 Common East
Lobocleta ossularia (Gey.) 1 Common East
Meganolaminuscvla (Zed.) 5 Pnmmym East
Melanolophia aatadaria (Go.) 1 Comason East
Oiigia motSca (Gn.) 1 Cononon East
QUgocetOria saminjexxns (WIk.) 1 Common East
Po/rtir angulalis (Hbn.) 2 Common Emt
PagnptadeearafirH bs. 3 ^Trmrnrr East
Paoniax myops{lE. Smith) 1 rnmmiM East
Paonias excaecatus (JJE. Smith) 2 East
Phalaenostola UwmtioidesGA. 2 Common East
Schizura ieptinokks (Grt.) 1 Comason East
odes1 
penis
woolgiass QSctrpms cyperbma)1
bedstiaws  (Cfrfanw spccicsX 
duckweed, dower, strawbeny1
oaks sad widows1 
bodies, efaas, maples, odes,
a w co n lrf 
trees A  shrubs'
alder, hnch, bbekfaeny. fin , 
dogwood, servicebesiy, spmce1
birches, hawthorns, poplars, 
Pnmtts species, wffiows1
basswood, birches, dm s, oaks, 
poplars./Vumwspp.1
bhienass A  dower; dead pass A 
leaves1
frfW*. nmir*. prurtan.
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(Appem&x 6 continued)
THckopbuiaHi(fiML) 1 Common East
Zanclogpatha obacurtpamis {GcL.) 1 Common East
Chandra dertdaa (Gn.) 1 fflmuwn
Eubaphe memBca (WIk.) 1 fusinnffl
Euchiaena amoenaria (Go.) 1 fflHHUTfll Pyyt
IdUt hibricalis (Gqr.) 1 fnmaum
Mana&ysMatoficitaOMk.) 1 Common East
PiatyaaUamobilis (WIk.) 1 PnmBW EaSt
Spragmeriaieo{Ga) 3 Common B ut
Zale hmata (Drury) 2 East
& tenra facia  (Packard) 2 Local & East
Fwraila borealis (Guer-MeneviHe) 1 I«-al1yiynniinn Rye
Sendoddaa tnmsitaria (WIk.) 2 T /vally innmmi Part
Malacoaoma ibsstria Hbn. 2 Tivanymnimnn Pact
OretarostaOMk.) 2 T nrally fnmmny Pact
AmolitajessaCct 1 T iv-altjr ffnmm in Pint
Cycnia inopinatus (Hy.) Edw.) 1
South
Uncommoa East
Peridea angulosa (J.E. Smith) 3 Uncommon to P »e
Acronicta increta ManJindara S ol 1
Amolita obUquaSoL. 1
Amolita roseola Sul 1
Hydriomena bistriolata (ZelL) 1
Lobodeta axsularia (Gey.) 2
Macrochilo kypocrUaris Ferguson 2
Metria amella (Gn.) 1
Morrisons u. sp. 1
ftd m iu n o to ^ s a ff.) 1
Patatrea piebe/a (F.) 1
/fento adspergiUus (Bose.) 6
Schima votupia (Fitch) 
THpadtaJtoafiaaataGtL
1
1
1 Cowell 1984
2 Based on distribution ia North America
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aspmagss, ra* * °y  com, 
tobacco, wnariimluii, f t  other 
craps1
dead leases1
hi«rh*« rimg mapl^ c
oaks1
nniMnaU i1
grasses, rotten wood1 
Stagbom sumac?
Spanish needles1 
Btnweed1
various trees Jt daubs1
poplars, wild chexry, willows1 
pines1
trees & shrubs1 
birches & viburnum1 
gmasesl
milkweeds1
oaks1
northern wild-raisai ft other 
Viburnum spp.
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APPENDIX 7. SPECIES UNIQUE TO UNBURNED SITES (1996)
Anortkodes tarda (Go.) 1 Ahnarfaat East known to eat dead oak leaves1
Catocala ilia (Gram.) 1 Abnadaat East oaks, inc. black, bmr, red, 
white1
Dolba hytoeus (Dray) 1 Common in Sooth East btuebemes, hoihes, pawpaw, 
sweetiera1
Egfm aJtemaHs (WIk.) 5 Common in Sooth East IxwywiplfU1
Hemerophmis scopmlepes (Haw.) 2 Common in Sooth B ut nnimwded1
Spodoptera omtthogalli (Go.) 1 Common to sband 
in South
East bmr plants1
Agrotis ipsilom (Hnfa.) 1 Common to worldwide cultivated plants, iad. clover, 
(yrn pntntnnr. tobacco1
AUotria eionympha (Hbn.) 4 Common to East black g™*. sonr-gnm,
PseudaletiavnipwctaQAxw.) 2 Common to East ttHtaHm ggatnc gfpff^ d
ornamentals1
Acromcta irtdara Sm. 3 Common East ftw tent nalnt*
Aaromcta morula G. & R. 1 Common East apple, basswood, elm trees1
Antheraea pofyphamu (Cram.) 2 Common East ashes, birches, grapes, 
M rhw t i«m I« oaks, pines, 
Raaaceae sp.
1f!
2 Common East ashes, maples, oaks, Prunus 
spp., other trees1
Bomoiocha bijugaiis (WIk.) 2 Common East red-osier dogwood1
Ceratomia umdukua (WIk.) 1 Common East Ashes, fringe-tree, hawthorn, 
lilac, oaks, privet1
Cistheae packtwdU (Git.) 2 Common East lichens1
Deidama inscripta (Hair.) 1 Common East
creeper1
PffF^npiw ftt riollntn (flu ) 1 Common tropical amaiauth, devil's daw1
EucMaena pecttnaria (D.&S.) 8 Common East wildcheny1
Eulithis dbersMmeata (Hbn.) 1 Common East grapes & Vnghria creeper1
i 1 7 Common East ash, aspen, basswood, birches, 
dam, fit. manies. nooims. 
willows1
% ow teg«iitro iarfa(H h i) 5 Cnomnn East birches, oaks1
M a mtundaUsCMk.) 3 Common East dead leaves, coral fmgns1
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(Appendix 7 continued)
Lcacoria ambiguaiix WDc. 2 Common East
Lithacodia wtuscosela (Gil) 1 Common East
Metalectra quadrisigflata (Wlk.) 1 Common East
Orgyia leucostigma (J.E. Smith) 2 fj— ny East
Panopoda rvfimargo (Hbn.) 2 Common East
Paonias excaecatus (J.E. Smith) 1 Common East
Plagodisfervidaria (H.S.) 2 Common East
Probole alienaria H.-S. 3 Caanaon East
SpHosoma virginica (F.) 1 Pnmmnn East
Ectopis crtptucularia (D.&S.) 4 Common East
Epimeds kortaria (F.) 3 Common East
Lomographa vestaiiata (Go.) 8 Common East
Lomographa glomeraria (Grt) 1 Pummqq East
Nola postulate (WDc.) 1 Confined to bogs & East 
swamps
Ceratomia catalpae (Bdv.) 1 Locally common to East
Acronictabasta Go. 1 Locally common East
Elaphria veriscolor (Grt) 6 T ivally ptunmrm East
Oreta rosea (WDc.) 3 Tiifallyfwmnnn East
Paectes oculatrix (Go.) 1 T ivally wmimn East
Probote amicaria (H.-S.) 2 rurally gommnn East
Semiotkisa comtinuata (WBc.) 1 Locally common East
Argyrostrotis anilis (Dnny) 2 Locally common East
Callopistria moliissima (Gn.) 2 Moderately
common
East
Dichorda iridaria (Gn.) 2 Moderately
^m m ^i
East
Argyrogrammabasigera (Wflc.) 1 tare in North East
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ragweed stalks,
ft iym dliMimi Imy nHiA1 
fronting rmf ft
o f bracket fimgns1
over 140 hosts, racL alder, 
apple, balsam fir, birdies, 
larch1
basswood, birches, elms, oaks, 
poplars, Pnmus sp.1
ashes, birches, maples, oaks, 
soarcfaeny, spruce1
many woody plants1
birch, com, maple, Pnmus & 
Ribexsp., sunflower, walnut, 
wOkmr
alders, apple, birch, elms, 
hemlock, maples, oaks, poplars, 
willows1
pawpaw, poplars, sassafras, 
tufy-tree
apple, hawthorn, hornbeam, 
maples, Prunes sp  ^
saowfaerries1
Pnmus speaes, possibly 
hawthorn1
mnecoided1
catalpas1
wild cherry1 
firs, pines, spruces1 
birches, viburnums1 
poison ivy1
sorawood, probably other trees1 
red cedar, hackbeny (7)1 
reported on Sabatia species1 
fans1
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(Appendix 7 coutiuued)
Acmdcta laetifica S o l 3 Uncommon to East hickories1
abundant
Harrisimemna trisignata (Wlk.) 1 Uncommon to East woody plants like apple trees,
common lilac, body, willow1
Acromcta ntardata (W lk.) 4 Uncommon East red sad sugar maples1
Glenna cribrataria (Go.) 4 Uncommon East poplars, spruces, willows1
Phyproaopus callitrichoidcs Get 2 Uncommon East greeubriars1
Ckloropteryac tepperaria (Holst) 2 Usually not East baldcyptcas, eastern hemlock1
nnmmna
Morrisonia confusa (Him.) 3 very common East basswood, blueberries, pines.
other woody plants1
Lacosoma chiridota Grt 2 East oaks1
Chytontx sauilis GtL 1
Episemasia aolitaria (Wlk.) 2
Ercatria cruentaria (Hbo.) 1 East blackberry1
Lesmone hima (Gey.) 1
Lophosts labacvlata (Hnfat) 4
Lytrosis simtosatljaigp 2 East unrecorded1
Nemoria bistriaria Hbo. 2
Redectis vttrea (Grt) 1
Rada adspergilbu (Bose) 1
Tacpariazalissaria WDc. 1
' Covefl 1984
2 Baaed on distribution in North America
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APPENDIX S. ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF LONGLEAF PINE (LR1, LR2) 
MOTH SPECIES BY FAMILY
FAMILY SPECIES SITE Nol
ArctSdne
Apantestsphalerata (Hsa.yvittata (F.)fnais(Df\uy) LP1 1
CissepsfiUvicollis (Hbn.) LP1 11
LP2 1
CisthenephtmbeaSMA LP1 3
CtemenstaalbatafviL. LP2 1
Cosmoaoma myrodoraDyar LP1 12
Crambidla lithosioidesDysr LP2 1
Hafysidota tessellarisQE. StBtihyharrtsii (Walsh) LP1 5
LP2 1
Holomelina laeta (Gwer.-MeneviUe) LP1 7
LP2 1
Holomelina aurantiaca (Hbo.) LP1 2
Hyphaniria cunea (Drrny) LP1 4
HypoprepiaJucosaUbn. LP1 108
LP2 12
Pagara simplex Wlk. LP1 2
Spilosomaoongrua(Wk.) LP1 1
LP2 1
Spiloaoma virginica (F.) LP1 3
Utethesia bella (L.) LP1 5
Drcpanidae
Oreta rosea (Wlk.) LP1 2
GcooMtridae
InawmiptnHft jp LP2 1
LPI 4
Anacamptodes dejectaria (Go.) LP1 1
Anavitrmelia pampinaria (Go.) LPI 26
LP2 2
Besma quercivoraria (Go.) LP2 1
Calothysams amaturaria (Wlk.) LPI 1
CUorocUamys chloroleucaria (Go.) LPI 1
Cydopkora myrtaria (Go.) LP2 1
EuUtMs dhmrsMneata (HIhl) LP2 1
Eumacaria latijemgata (WDc.) LPI 2
LP2 3
EupUhecia miserulata Get LPI 2
LP2 1
Eapkbccia sp. LPI 2
Eusarca conjvsaria (Hbo.) LPI 2
LPI 2
Exelis pyrolaria Gn. LPI 2
Glenoides texanaria (Hnlst) LPI 9
LP2 1
Hydrelia albifera (WDc.) LPI 1
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(AppftBi 8
L jn u triid ae
MegdopygMae
HypagyrtisestberCBaaacs) LP1 2
Hypagyrtis unipunctata (Haw.) LPI 3
Hypagyrtis tmipmctata (Haw.yesther (Barnes) LPI I
Hypomecwsp. LPI 2
MacadtmtuartaQNaa.) LPI 1
Idaea objiuaria (Wlk.) LPI 3
Idaea tacturata (Wlk.) LPI 3
/tame vcradaria (Wlk.) LPI 1
LP2 1
Lydmoseamterndcata(^I\k.) LPI 2
Metammthis obfirmaria (Hbo.) LP2 1
Nemoria Uxaria (Go.) LPI 6
LP2 1
Nepytia semjdusaria (W lk) LPI 4
LP2 2
Orthomama centrastigaria (Wail.) LPI 1
Plamprucha imsularia (Go.) LP2 1
Scapula limboundata (Haw.) LPI 2
Scapula purata (Gn.) LP2 2
Semiothiaa aequijeraria (Wlk.) LPI 3
Semiothisa bicolorata (F.) LPI 8
&mtota£sad!tarftiKirta(Hbn.) LPI 6
Semiothisa gmopkosarkz (Gn.) LPI 2
LP2 1
Semiothisa transUaria (WDc.) LPI 6
Syncklorafrondaria Gbl LPI 1
Thysaaopya iMiraciata (W!k.) LP2 1
Tomos cmtarius Holst LPI 3
Malacosoma americanum (F.) LP2 3
Malacosoma disstria Hbn. LPI 7
LP2 2
Totype mrttafts Franc. LPI 4
LPZ 9
Apoda biguttata (Pack.) LPI 7
IaockaetesbeutmmueUeri (Hy. Edw) LPI 1
LithacodesJasdala (H.-S.) LPI 2
/V o fiM o co d o M iP a .) LPI 3
Dasychira leucophaea (JJE. Smith) LPI 3
Dasychira manto (Stkr.) LPI 3
LP2 1
Dasychira sp. LPI 1
Orgyia leucostigma (JJE. Smith) LP2 3
Lagoa crispata'Psdc- LPI 16
LP2 3
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(A p p afc 8 conff—f  il)
Lagoa pyxM&faraQE. South) LP2
LPI
Megalopyge operadaris (IE . Smith) LPI
Lacosoma chiridota GtL LP2
Ababkmma brimJeytma (Dyai) LPI
Acontta aprica (Hbo.) LPI
Acamtia tetragona Wlk. LPI
Acronicta incretaMan. LPI
Acronicta afflicta (G it) LPI
Acromcta spp. LPI
LP2
Acronicta tritona (Hbo.) LPI
AcronitaovataGn. LPI
Afypta octomacutata (F.) LPI
Amolitafessa G it LPI
LP2
Amoiita roseola Sol LPI
LP2
Aniclainfecta(Qcbs.) LPI
Anticarsia gemmataiisHm. LPI
ArcherdoaJerraria Wlk. LP2
Argyrogramma verruca (F.) LPI
Bagisara recttfasda (Grt) LPI
Bagisara repanda (F.) LPI
Btuleya opktbalmica (Gn.) LPI
LP2
Balsa malana (Fitch) LPI
Caemargjta chloropha (Hbo.) LPI
LP2
CaenurgUMi erechtea (Cnun.) LP2
Callopistria mollissima (Gn.) LPI
Charadra deridens (Gn.) LPI
Condica conjederata (Gxt) LP2
Crambodes taJid/ormus Gn. LPI
Diphtherafiadva (F.) LPI
LP2
Dysgonia smithii (Go.) LPI
Euagmds lubricous (Gn.) LPI
LP2
EndryasHMo (Hbn.) LPI
£umicrniimam6MMa(Ga.) LPI
Galguia partita Ga LPI
LP2
Heliothis turbatus (Wlk.) LPI
Homophoberia apicosa (Haw.) LPI
/7>7»aroptatoim uHbn. LPI
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4
3
2
1
7
5
5
1
2
43
5
5
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
13
66
2
1
1
1
2
5
17
1
2
3
1
1
1
17
1
1
2
1
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(A ppear 8 c y  ri—riQ
Ida  aemuia Hbn. LPI
Jdia americaiis (Ga.) LPI
Iodopepia u-dbum (Ga.) LPI
Isogona tenuis (Grt) LPI
Lesmone de&ahens (Wlk.) LPI
LP2
Leucaaia spp. LPI
Meganoia ndmncala (ZelL) LPI
LP2
M ods lattpes (Go.) LPI
M ods mtndda (Go.) LPI
M ods tssm a (Mocr.) LPI
MWa sorgMella Riley LPI
LP2
QgdKoM dtKrao/ii(GB.) LPI
fM od k fen n d glli^ tlr.) LPI
Paectes py&naeaYSaa. LPI
PaiHussp. LPI
Pemgraptadecoratis Bbo. LPI
Panopoda rvflmargo (Hbn.) LPI
PantheaJurdUa (Pack.) LPI
Phosphila miselioides (Ga.) LP2
/% tom etrarfoiarta& (W Ik.) LPI
LP2
Plathypena scabra (F.) LP2
Platysenta videos (Gn.) LPI
LP2
Pofygrammate hebraeicum Hbn. LPI
LP2
Ponametia erigua (F.) LPI
Pseudaleda uniptutcia (Haw.) LPI
Psendopiusia indudens (WDc.) LPI
LP2
RacMpiusia on (Gn.) LPI
Rivulapropinquaiis Go. LPI
Schinia ardgera (Gn.) LPI
LP2
Schinia gaurae (J.E. Smith) LPI
Schinia nundina (Dray) LPI
Schinia rivtdosa (Go.) LPI
Schinia trifinda Hbn. LPI
Schinia tuberenhm (Hbn.) LPI
■Sfrxxfcptem cagaa (Hbn.) LPI
LP2
Spodopiera latifascia (Wlk.) LP2
Spodopiera omithogalli (Ga.) LPI
LP2
Spragpda guttata Grt. LPI
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7
5
1
I
9
1
12
5
1
1
7
3
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
26
11
1
2
2
8
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
12
1
I
2
1
1
7
49
8
1
7
1
1
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(A p p c a J fT  8  C H ti— ( J )
SUriaruglfixmsQn. LPI
Sttriodes obtusa (H.-S.) LPI
Tarackidia semiftava (Ga.) LPI
Tetanolita mynesalis (Wlk.) LPI
Thioptcra nigrofimbria (Ga.) LPI
LP2
Thioptera nigrofimbria (GnJ)/aurifera (Wlk.) LPI
Trichopbuia ni (Hbo.) LP2
Tripndia quadrifcra (ZdL) LPI
Ztde minerea (Ga.) LPI
DatanaperspicuaG. ft R. LPI
Dataaaqip. LPI
Heterocampa obliquaPdck. LPI
Heterocampa umbrataQMk.) LPI
Lochmaeus numteo DouUeday LPI
Kfacrurocampa marthesia (Cram.) LPI
Nadata gibbasa (J.E. Smith) LPI
CHigocentria UgrUcolor (Wlk.) LPI
Peridea anguiosa (JJEL Saadi) LP2
Sckizura unicornis (JJE. Smith) LPI
Antaeotricha scklaegeri (ZeO.) LPI
/figar sparsiciliella (CleaL) LPI
Cryptothelea gioverii/nigrita (B.&McD.) LPI
LP2
Pyralktoe
Ckrysendeton medicinaiis GsUimitabilis (Dyar) LPI
Cfydonopteron tecomae Riley LPI
Crambus agrtatelhis Cleat LP2
Cnunbus laqueatelhis CleaL LPI
LP2
Crambus multiiineUus Fern. LPI
LP2
Crambus satrapelhu (Zmck.) LP2
DesmiaJuneralisQUoa.) LPI
Diacme elealis (Wlk.) LPI
Diasemiodesjanassialis (Wlk.) LPI
Diasemiodesnigralis (Fera.) LPI
DiasOctis ventralis (G.ftR.) LPI
O toycM iaM leai^H bt) LPI
LP2
HercuUa otinatts (Ga.) LPI
HjeneniaperspectalisQNan.) LPI
Munroessa gyraUs (Hatet) LPI
LP2
NomophUa neanOca Mob. LPI
98
6
1
4
3
26
3
2
1
9
1
3
11
3
2
1
2
9
1
1
1
5
2
3
10
2
4
1
4
1
3
2
1
12
1
9
2
5
2
1
5
1
4
2
5
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(Appeadfac 8 cootiaaed)
Satanfidae
SpUngidae
Tortriddae
Ypoaoamatidae
NomophUa nearcticaMaa. LPI
Paraponyx allionealis Wlk. LPI
LP2
PotygrammodesflavtdaUs (Ga.) LPI
PyraustaacriomdisQWSL) LPI
Pyrmata subaequails (Oa.) LPI
Pynauta tyraUs (Gn.) LPI
Samea multiplicaiis (Ga.) LPI
LP2
Samta baccatalis (Hulst) LPI
Spoladea rtcurvaUs (F.) LPI
LP2
Syndita obliteralis (Wlk.) LPI
LP2
Udea rubigalis (Go.) LPI
Uroia idvalis (Dnay) LPI
Anisota stigma (F.) LPI
Antheraea poiyphemus (Cram.) LP2
Automeris io (F.) LP2
Citheronia sepulcralis G. ft R. LPI
Dryocampa rubiaatdaF. LPI
Agrius cingulata (F.) LPI
Dolba kyioeus (Drury) LPI
Enyo bdgubris (L.) LP2
Eumorpkafasdata (Suiz.) LP2
Lapara coniferamm (IE . Smith) LPI
Manduca sexta (L.) LPI
Ckoristoneura rosacetma (Hair.) LPI
LP2
Plw*rg«inpl»nf« gp_ LPI
Atteva punctella (Gam.) LPI
LP2
24
33
9
4
99
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APPENDIX 9. APLPHABETICAL LISTING OF MIXED 
HARDWOOD (MH1, MH2, MH3*, MH4*) MOTH SPECIES BY 
FAMILY
FAMILY______ SPECIES________________________________SITE No.
Aptfrlortfdf
Apatelodes tomfacta (Westwood) MH1 13
MED 6
MH4 1
Olceckutera angelica (G ft) MH1 12
MHZ 1
Apamtesis pkalerata (Hmr.yvittata (P.)btais (Draty) MH1 3
MH2 Z
MED 1
Ciaepefidvicollis (Hba.) MH2 2
MEW 1
Cistheme packanSi (G ft) MH2 1
MH4 3
CisthenephiMbcaStntch MH1 9
MH2 1
MH3 1
MH4 1
Clemensia albataPack. MH1 93
MH2 68
MH3 80
MEW 64
Cosmosoma myrodora Dyar MH1 47
MH2 3
Crambidia lithosioides Dyar MH1 1
Crambidia pallida Pack. MH1 20
MED 2
MEW 1
Ecpantheria scribonia (Stoll) MH1 4
MH2 6
Eucbaetes egle (Draty) MH1 1
MH2 1
MH3 1
Hatyetdota tessellaris (JJL Saathybarridi (Walsh) MH1 155
MH2 95
MED 92
MH4 57
Haptoadymene (Brown) MH1 I
HolomelimaannmtiacaCHbn.) MH1 6
MHZ 5
Holomelina opella (Grt.) MH1 1
MED 1
Hyphantriaamea (Doxy) MH1 22
Hyphantriaamea(Pnty) MHZ 38
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(AppentHr 9 conri—c d)
Cotsldae
Geometridae
M iD 4kiPiMbit 23
HypoprepiafitcosaYtn. MHl 114
MH2 77
MH3 118
MH4 42
Leucanopsis longa (Git.) MHl 5
MHZ 5
MH3 3
MEM 1
Pyrrharctia isabeUa (JJL Smith) MHZ 1
Spiloaoma congnta (Wlk.) MHl 25
MHZ 19
MED 13
MEM 22
SpHosoma virginica (F.) MHZ 5
MED 3
MEM 2
Cossula magnifica (Stkr.) MEM 1
Prionoxystus robimiae (Peck) MHl 1
MH2 1
MEM 1
Anacamptodes spp. MHl 32
MHZ 42
MED 16
MEM 15
Anacamptodes defectaria (Gn.) MHl 25
MHZ 23
MED 15
MEM 10
Anavitrinelia pampinaria (Gn.) MHl 5
MH2 5
MED 2
MEM 5
Antepicne thisoaria (Gn.) MHl 5
MED 2
Antidea muitiferata (WQl) MED 3
Besma querdvoraria (Gn.) MHl 17
MH2 6
MED 5
MEM 4
Ccdo&tystmis amatwnmia (W lk.) MEU 2
MED 2
MEM 1
(3tfon>pUryxteppcrtwiaQtoAA) MHl 4
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(Appeadix 9 confined)
Ch/oropteryx tepperaria (fialst) MH2 2
Cydopkora pockortt (Proot) MHl 3
Dichorda iridaria (G a) MHl 2
MH2 2
Disdistoprocta steliata (Go.) MHl 1
MH2 1
Dypteri* aborttvaria (H.-S.) MHl 3
MH2 1
h i P iP tM V * 1
Ecliptopera atricolorata (GAR.) MHl 13
MH2 13
MH3 24
Epimeds hortaria (F.) MHl 28
MH2 13
MED 13
MH4 7
Erastria cruentaria (Hbo.) MHl 2
MID 1
MID 6
MH4 3
Eubaphe meruSca (Wlk.) MHl 3
MID 2
MED 3
Euchlaena amoenaria (Gn.) MHl 2 1
MID 16
MID 3
MH4 2
Euchlaena obtusaria (Hbn.) MHl 2
MID 2
Euchlaena pectinaria (D.&S.) MID 2
MH4 1
Eulithis (Sversilmeata (Hbo.) MHl 29
MID 31
MH3 23
MH4 8
Euptihecia nuxrulata G it MHl 6
MH2 5
MED 1 0
MH4 3
Eupjtheda sp. MHl 9
MID 1
MH3 2
Eusarca confitsaria (Hbn.) MHl 5
MID 2
MH4 2
Eutrapela demataria (JJE. Smith) MHl 3
Glena cribrataria (Gn.) MHl 3
MED 3
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(A p p w ft 9 CQBti— c J )
demacribrataria{Ga.) MH4 4
Glmoides texxmaria (Holst) MHl 27
MH2 22
MH3 12
MH4 8
Gueneria similaria (Wlk.) MHl 2
MH3 1
Hdiomatan. sp. MHl 3
MH3 2
Heterophieps rejusaria (W lk) MHl 3
MHZ 1
MH3 2
MH4 1
Heterophieps triguttaria H.-S. MHl 2
MHZ 3
MH3 3
Hetkemia pistasciara (Ga.) MH2 I
Hydriomena piuviata meridianata (Ga.) MH4 1
Hypagyrtis estker (Bsnses) MHl 5
MH2 9
MH4 3
Hypagyrtis unipmctata (Haw.) MHl 72
MHZ 103
MH3 4
MH4 16
Hjfpomedssp. MHl 3
MHZ 5
MED 1
MHi 3
Idaea demissaria (JBba.) MED 1
Idaea sdntUhdaria (Hulst) MHl 3
MHZ 1
Idaea tacturata (Wlk.) MHl 14
MH2 6
MED 6
MHi 8
LamheBnaJavidaria (Hbn.) MHl 3
MHZ 8
MHi 14
Lambdina pelluddaria (G.&R.) MHl 1
MHi 1
LopkosislabeceJatafBnlst) MHl 2
MHZ 8
MH3 1
MHi 2
Lydmosea intermicata (Wlk.) MHl 2
MHZ 2
MH3 1
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Lydmoaea imtenmcata (Wlk.) MHi 1
Lytrosis mttaria (H.-S.) MH2 Z
M Hi Z
Mekmotophia canadaria (Go.) K fin 36
MH2 24
MH3 20
MHi 11
Meililla xantkometata (Wlk.) MHl 13
MH2 5
MH3 12
MHi 1
Metarranthis duaria (Ga.) MHl 1
Metarranthis homuraria (G&R) MH3 2
MHi 1
Nematocampa timbata (Haw.) MHl 3
MH2 7
MED 1
Nematocampa resistaria (Haw.) MHl 9
MH2 16
MH3 1
MHi 4
Nemoria tixaria (Go.) MHl 32
MH2 28
MED 13
MHi 5
Nepytia semiciusaria (WDc.) MHZ 2
MHi 26
Orthomama centrostigaria (Wofl.) MHl 1
Patalene otyzonaria (WBc.) MHl 3
MH2 1
VfiD 1
Peridea emguiasa (J£ . Saath) MHl 1
Pero homstaria (Wlk.)fktibneraria (Ga.) MHl 56
MH2 23
MED 56
MHi 10
Plagadisfervidaria (H.S.) MHl 2
MED 2
Pieuroprucha msularia (Go.) MED 1
Probole amicaria (H.-S.) MHl 2
Probole nyssaria{GsL) MHl 1
Prochoerodes trauversata (Drury) MHl 56
MH2 41
MED 39
M Hi 31
Scoptda limboumdata (How.) MHZ 4
Semiothisa aemulataria (Wlk.) MHl 10
MHZ 5
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Semtalkisa aamdataria (WHl) MH3 13
MHi 11
Semiothisa aeqtdferaria (Wlk.) MHl 12
MH2 5
MBJ 4
MHi 6
Semiothisa bicoiorata (P.) MHl 24
MH2 19
MRS 8
MHi 1
Semiothisa gnophosaria (Gn.) MHZ 6
MHi 2
Semiothisa muitiliseaia (Pack.) MHl 1
Semiothisa oceBinata (Go.) MHl 5
Semiothisa promiscuata Fga. MHl 8
MH2 1
MH3 7
MHi 1
Semiothisa tnmsUtaria (Wlk.) MHl 3
MHi 1
Synchiora grotmdaria Go. MHl 1
Tetrads crocatiata Go. MHl 1
MH3 3
MHi 1
Thysanopya intractata (Wlk.) MHl 21
MHZ 4
MH3 9
MHi 2
Xanthotype urticaria Swett MHl 7
MHZ 8
MH3 2
MHi 2
Artace cribraria (Lfongh) MHi 2
Malacosoma americamtm (F.) MHl 40
MH2 12
MH3 19
MHi 29
Malacosoma eBsstria Hbo. MHl 13
MH2 33
MH3 11
MHi 25
Totype sotialisYxaoc. MHl 1
Tolype veUeda (Stofi) MHl 4
spimdoides (H.-S.) MHl 4
MHZ 2
MH3 3
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Apoda bigsttata (Pack.) MHl 6
Apoday-inversum (Pack.) MHl 9
MH2 1
MH3 1
Euclea delphinii (Bdv.) MHl 61
MH2 11
MH3 l i
MH4 I
Isa textula (H. &. S.) MHl 6
MHZ i
Isochaetes bevtenmuelleri (Hy. Edw) MHl 24
MH2 Z9
MH3 10
MH4 5
Lithacodesfasciola (H.SL) MHl 3
MH2 i
MH3 3
MH4 2
Mwtrocssa gyraiis (tfalst) MH3 1
MHi 3
Natada nasoni (G it) MHl 3
MH2 1
Phobetron efyari B.&Beaj. MHZ 2
MHi 1
Prolimacodes badia (Hbo.) MHl 7
MH2 11
MH3 i
MHi 1
Sibine stimulea (Ckm.) MHl 8
MH2 1
MH3 1
Tortricidia testacea Pack. MHl 2
MH2 1
MH3 1
MHi 1
Dasyddra leucapkaea (JJE. Smith) MHl 6
MH2 3
MHi 1
Dasychira basiflavafPsck.) MHl 1
Dasychira spp. MHl 12
MHZ 9
MH3 10
MHi 9
Dasychira lepkraWm. MHl 3
MHZ 2
MHl 1
MHi 2
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M cplopnidae
MimaOoaidae
Noctuidae
Orgyta defiatta Pact M il 8
MED 21
MED 9
MHi 3
Orgyia lemcostigma (JM. Smith) MHl 12
MH2 32
MED 9
MHi 18
Acoioithus novariau B.&McD. MHl 2
MH2 1
Lagoa criopatafttk. MED 1
LagoapyxkBferaQE. Smith) MED 1
Adegatopyge opecularis (JAL Smith) MHl 46
MED 8
MED 15
MHi 7
Norape ovina (Sepp.) MHl 20
MED 4
MED 12
Lacoaoma ckiridota G it MHl 2
Ababkmna brimkyana (Dyar) MHl 3
MED 2
MED 1
Acronicta americana (Hair.) MHl 1
MED 2
Acronicta betulae Riley MED 8
MHi 1
Acronicta morula G.&R. MHl 1
Acronicta nociivaga G*t MHl 2
A oooida sppi MHl 35
MED 50
MED 20
MHi 16
Acronicta virmula (Grt.) MHl 11
MED 5
MED 3
AgroOs subterranea (F.) MED 1
AmoOtafessa QtL MHl 7
MED 3
MHi 2
Anbcarsia gemmataiis Hbn. MED 1
ArgiUopkora fitrdOaQtL MHl 7
MHZ 3
MED 19
Argyrogramma basigera (Wlk.) MHl 1
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Argyrogramma verruca (F.) MH3 1
Bagisara recti fascia (Get) MHl 1
MH2 1
VSO 1
Bagisara reptmda (F.) MHl 1
MH2 1
MH3 1
Baileya dormiUms (Ga.) MHl IS
MH2 1
MH3 Z
Baileya levitans (Sol) MHl 2
MHZ 2
MH3 Z
\MSJAM N 1
Baileya ophthalmica (Go.) Xfill 203
MH2 85
MH3 1Z1
MH4 38
Balsa malcna (Fitch) MH4 1
Bomolocha baltimoralis (Ga.) MHl 2
Bomolocha bijugalis (Wlk.) MHl 6
MH2 1
MH3 8
Bomolocha deceptaiis (Wlk.) MHl i
MH3 Z
Bomolocha manalis (^ilk.) MHl 2
MH2 2
MH3 i
MHi 2
Bomolocha pal para (Wlk.) MHl 9
MHZ 2
MH3 2
Caetturgia chloropha (Hbo.) MHi 1
Callopistria molBsstma (Go.) MHl 2
MHZ 1
KOD 6
Catocala carissima Hoist MHl 1
spp. MHl 3
MHi 2
Catocala ultronia (Bbn.) MHl 12
MHZ 4
MH3 8
MHi 3
Catocala alabamae Grt. MHl 1
MH3 1
Catocala arnica (Hba.) MHl 1
MH2 2
MH3 1
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Catocala arnica (Hbo.) M Hi 1
Catocala andromedne (Ga.) MH2 2
u m1VUI9 2
Catocala ilia (Conn.) MHl 1
MH2 1
MH3 2
Catocala nebulota Edw. MHl 1
Catocala piatrix Grt. MHl i
Catocala ultronia (Hbn.) MHl i
MH2 2
MH3 9
Catocala vidua (JjL Smith) MHl 1
Catocala wUtneyi Dodge MHl 1
Celipterafrustuh/m Gn. MH3 1
Cerma con  Hbo. MH2 1
Charadra deridau (Gn.) MHl 1
MH3 3
MHi 1
Ckytotitapetrealis Grt. MHl 2
MH2 12
MHi 1
Chytonix palliatriada (Gn.) MHl 9
MH2 1
MH3 2
MEM 2
Colobochyla iiUerpvncta (Gft.) MHl 3
MH2 8
MH3 3
ColocasiaJlavicomis (Sm.) MHl 29
MH2 9
MH3 8
MHi 1
CoaeSca confederata (Grt.) MHl 1
Cutina distincta (Grt.) MH2 7
M Hi 55
Cotimspp. MH2 3
M Hi 5
Dyxgonia smititii (Gn.) MHl 2
MH2 I
MH3 2
£jpraattcnMw(WIk.) MHl i
MH2 1
M Hi 2
EJapkria versicolor (Grt.) MHl 11
MH2 6
MH3 21
M Hi 5
Eudryas grata (F.) MHl 11
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Emdryas grata (F.) MH2 4
MIS 8
MHi 1
Euparthenox mubiHs (Hbo.) MHI 4
MH3 1
WttpLntff frtmrlmfHr Mrft MHl 12
MH2 3
MH3 14
Eutetia pulcherrima (G it) MH2 5
MH3 3
MHi 7
Gatgula partita Go. MHZ 1
MHi 7
Harrisimemna trisignala (Wlk.) MHl 1
MHZ 2
MHi 1
Homopkoberia apicosa (Haw.) MHZ 9
MH3 1
MHi 6
Hyperstrotia villificans (B.£McD) MHl 12
MHZ 6
MHi 3
HypaorophahormosYSaa. MHl 3
MH2 2
MIS 1
MHi 3
Idia aemulaHbn. MHl 7
MHZ 1
MH3 3
MHi 4
M a americalis (Gn.) MHl 7
MHZ 3
MH3 3
MHi 2
Idia bibricalis (Gqr.) MHZ 1
MIS 2
I(Ba rohatdalis (WDc.) MHZ 1
Iodopepla u-cdbum (Go.) MHl 1
laogcma temtis (Git) MHl 17
MH2 4
MH3 16
MHi 3
Lacmipoiia impticata'McD. MHl 1
Laxoriaambigualis Wfk. MH3 1
Ledaea penStaiis (Wlk.) MHl 3
MH3 2
Lesmone detrahens (Wlk.) MH2 1
MH3 1
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Lencania spp. MH3 2
MHi 6
Levconycta diphteroides (Gn.) MH2
MH3
Leuconycta lepidula (Get) MH3
MHi
UtkacoeBa cameola (Go.) MHl
MH2 
MH3
Lithocodia musoosula  (Gn.) MHl
MH2
Marathyssa basalis Wlk. MHl 10
MH2 
MH3 
MHi
Meganola mimiscala (Zell.) MHl
MH2 
MH3 
MHi
Melanomma auridnctaria Gft MH2
Metedectra diacalis (GiL) MHl
MH2 
MH3
Metria amella (Gn.) MHl
MH2 
MH3
Mods mardda (Gn.) MH2
MH3 
MHi
Mods texema (Man.) MH3
MHi
Morisonaa sp. Kfill
MH2 
MH3
Nigetia formosalis Wlk. MHl
MH2 
MH3
Nola pustulate (Wlk.) MH2
Nola sorghiella Riley MH2
Ogdoconta dnereola (Ga) MH2
Orthodes crenulata (Btk.) MH2
MH3 
MHi
Oruza aJbocastaiiata (Pack.) MH3
OxydUa mcdaca (Get) MHl
MH2 
MH3 2
MHi 2
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Paectcs dbrostoUrides (Gn.) MHl 8
MH2 1
MRS 1
Paectcs pygrmaeaffba. MHl 1
MHZ 1
Paectcs oculatrtx (Gn.) MHl 4
MHZ 1
MH3 1
PaUds angutatis (Hbo.) MHl 2
Pafttais spp. MHl 28
MHZ 20
MH3 21
MHi 6
PangraptadecoraiisltxL MHl 1
MHZ 3
MHi 1
Panopada repanda (WBl) MHZ 1
M Hi 1
Panopoda camacosta Go. MHl 2
MHZ 2
Panopoda rufimargo (Hbo.) Affil 6
MHZ 5
MH3 4
M Hi 2
Parallelia biastriaris Hbo. MHZ 1
Peridroma sauda Hbn. MH3 1
PMogophoraperiadoaaGtL MHZ 1
Phosphila mtsriinidei (Ga.) MHl 4
Pkyprosofms callitrichoides GtL MHl 3
MHZ 2
Plathypema scabra (F.) MHl 2
Platysenta vecors (Ga.) MHl 5
MHZ 2
MH3 4
Phaiodonta compressipalpis (Ga.) MHl 6
MHZ 11
MH3 3
MHi 1
Pofygrammate hebraeicuM Ifto. MH2 13
MHi 3
Psemdophuia imdudens (Wlk.) MHl 3
MHZ 1
Raphia abnpta Grt. MH3 1
Redecds vitrea (Git.) MHl 1
MHZ 2
Rivula propinquaiis Ga. MHZ 2
MH3 i
Schhiia tri/ascia Hba. MHl 1
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ScoUcocampa Bbuma (Gey.) MHl
MHZ
MH3
MHi
Spodoptera exigua (Hbo.) MHl
MHZ
SpodopterafhigtperdaQTL Smith) MHZ
Spodoptera omiihogaUi (Go.) MHZ
MH3
Spragueia dnma (Ga.) MHZ
Stiriodes obtusa (R-S.) MHl
MH2
MHi
Tetanoiitafloridana (Sol) MHl
Tetanolita mynesaiis (Wlk.) MHl
Thioptera nigrofimbria (Gn.) MHl
MHZ
MHi
Thioptera nigrofimbria (Ga.)laurijera (WDc.) MHZ
MHl 
MHl 
MH2 
MHl 
MHZ 
MH3 
MHl 
MH2
MHl 1 
MH2
MH3 1 
MHi 
MHl 
MH2
MHl 1 
MHZ 
MH3 
MHl 
MH3 
MH3
MHl 
MHl 
MHZ 
MH3 
MHi
DasytopMa tkyatiroides (?Wk.) MHl
MHZ
MH3
TrichotitadgnataCNlk.) 
Tripudiafiavofaedata Gft 
Tripudia quadrifera (ZdL) 
Xanthopastis timas (Cram.)
ZaU galbanata (Mocr.) 
ZaU hotata (Drury)
ZaU minerea (Gn.) 
Zalespp.
Zole uniiineata  (Git.) 
Zanclo&utiba lituralis ( H d s l )  
Zanciog t^atha theralis (Wlk.)
Notodootidae
C b d R w d h u ^ M iR td i  
Clostera tndusa (Hbn.)
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Datanaspp. MHl 37
MH2 2i
MH3 16
MHi 3
Ellida caniptaga GrL MED 1
Furcula dnerea (Wlk.) MH2 1
MH2 1
Heterocampa bbmdataWk. MHl 16
MH2 10
MH3 3
MB4 3
Heterocampa guttMtta (WDc.) MHl 3
MH2 12
MH3 4
MHi 3
Heterocampa odliquaPack. MHl 32
MH2 6
MED 16
MB* 2
Heterocampa sabrotatafbev. MHl 6
MED 4
MED 5
MH4 2
Heterocampa vmbrata (WDc.) MHl 43
MHl 1
MED 3
MEM 3
Hyperaesckra georgica (H.-S.) MHl 13
MH2 14
MED 3
MHi 23
Lochmaeus bUineata (Back.) MHl IS
MH2 10
MED 4
MHi 1
LochmaeusmanteoDodbiedsy MHl 3
MED 4
MED 4
MHi 3
Macrurocampa martkema (Cram.) MHl 37
MED 5
MED 13
LQU 1
Misogadawticoiorfjhek.) MHl 2
MED 3
MED 7
Nadatagibbosa (JJL Smith) MHl 46
MED 20
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NadatagfbboaaQJL Saadi)
Nerice bidemtata Wlk.
Oiigocentria Bgnicoior (Wlk.) 
Oiigocentria semirufescans (Wlk.)
Peridea amgulosa (JJL Smith)
Peridea basitriens (WQl)
Perideaferruginea (Pack.) 
Schizura lepdoides (Get) 
Schizurasp.
Schizura unicornis (JJL Smith)
Symmerista aibifrons (JJL Smith)
Oecophoridae
Antaeotricha sckiaegeri (ZdL)
AataeoMcfta scMaegeri (ZdL) 
Inga sparsicibeUa (Qem.)
Psychidae
Cryptothelea gloverii (Pack.) 
Cryptothelea gioveriiAu&ita (B.&McD.)
Tkyridopteryx ephemeraejormis (Haw.)
Pynlidae
Agloxsa cuprinaZdL
CJydonopteron tecomae Riley
Cokmyckus tabs (Get)
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MH3 16 
MHi 15 
MHl 4 
MH3 4 
MHl 1 
MHl 3 
MH3 3 
MHl 4 
MH2 1 
MED 10 
MHl 5 
MH3 5 
MH2 29 
MH2 2 
MHl 1 
MHl 10 
MH2 1 
MH3 2 
MH4 2 
MHl 6 
MH2 6 
MH3 5 
MH4 2
MHl 4 
MH2 2 
MED 1 
MHi 3 
MHl 7 
MH2 1 
MHi 1
MH2 5 
MHl 8 
MH2 1 
MH3 1 
MHi 7 
MHi 1
MHl 2 
MH2 1 
MH3 1 
MHl 4 
MH2 2 
MH3 5 
MHi 1 
MHl 1 
MH2 1
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Cokmyduu talis (Grt.) MH3 2
MHi 4
ComfyiorrhixavestigUtiisiGa.') MHl 7
Crambus agtateUusOaa. MHl 2
MH2 12
MH3 1
Crambus qutoquareatusZdL MHi 1
Desmiafimeralis (Hbn.) MHl 14
MH2 14
MH3 12
MHi 16
Diacme elealis (Wlk.) MH2 2
Diaplumia kyaiimata (L.) MHl 2
MHZ 2
Diasemiodesmigralis (Fern.) MHl 1
Dioryctria amateUa (Hulst) MHl 4
MH2 3
Dktryctria eBschua Heiar. MHl 2
Dysodia oculatanaCtem. MHl 1
Gaiasa nigrinodis (Zdl.) MHZ I
MH3 1
MHi 3
Galleria meilonella (L.) MH2 1
HercuUa oliitalis (Ga.) MHl 2
MHZ 1
MHi 1
Herpetogramma aegiealis (Wlk.) MHl 9
MH2 2
MH3 21
MHi 3
Herpetogramma thestealis (Wlk.) MHl 5
MHZ 1
MH3 4
Hymenia perspectalis (Hbn.) MHl 3
MHZ 1
Neargyracbs slossonedis (Dyar) MHZ 1
Nomopbila nearcticaYJbsa. MHl 1
Palpita magnijeratis (Wlk.) MHl 19
MH2 7
MH3 3
PalpUa quadristigmalis (Go.) MHl 2
Palpita spp. MHl 12
MHZ 8
MH3 2
MHi 6
Paaiographa limata (G.&R.) MHl 55
MHZ 4
MH3 10
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Parachma ockracsabs (WBc.) MH1 3
MH2 1
VfiB 3
MH4 3
Pertpasta catculatis ZdL MH1 3
MH2 1
PhfyctamktoommtaiHufe.) MH1 1
MH2 1
Pllocrasts rnmntafir Led. MH1 1
MH2 1
Pyrausta acrioaaiiifWlk.) MH2 1
Pyrmata bicoloraUs (Go.) MH1 1
MH2 3
Samea multiplicalis (Gn.) MH1 3
MH2 40
MH3 14
MH4 33
Samea baocatabs (Halst) MH2 2
Samea ecciesiaUs Go. MH1 1
Sawgorfrf albiguttalis (War.) MH2 2
MH3 1
MEM 2
Spoladca rtcurvalis (F.) MH1 1
Syndita obliteralis (Wlk.) MH1 9
MH2 18
MH4 40
Tetralopha asperatetta (Gem.) MH3 2
Tetralopha subcanaiis (Wlk.) MH2 1
Tlascala rvductella (Wlk.) MH1 1
MH2 1
roaofe oviptagabs (Wlk.) MH1 19
MH2 7
MH3 2
MH4 1
Udea rubigalis (Gn.) MH1 3
Urola nivalis (Druiy) MH1 1
MH2 1
Kaxf critica (Fbs.) MH1 1
i l e to h m L MH1 30
MH2 8
MH3 14
MEM 7
Anisota stigma (F.) MH1 48
MH2 6
MH3 29
MEM 2
Anisota virginiensis pelludda JJB. Smith MH1 10
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Anisota virginiensis pelhtdda JE. Smith MH3 6
AnthenxapolyphamuiQxsnL.) MH1 6
MHZ 8
Automeris to (F.) MH1 49
MHZ 11
MH3 ZO
MH4 6
Callosamia angtiliferaWk. MH1 9
MH2 5
MH3 3
MH4 Z
Citheronia regalis (P.) MH1 Z
MH3 1
Dryoeampa rubicunda F. MH2 7
MH3 1
MHi 11
Eacles imperiaies (Dra.) MH1 22
MHZ 4
MH3 13
Hyalophora cecropia L. MHI 11
MH2 3
MHi 3
Sphingfcampa bicolor (Hanis) MHI 2
MH3 2
Darapsa myron (Cram.) MHI 8
MHZ i
MH3 1
MHi 1
Deidamia inscripta (Hair.) MHI 1
MH3 1
MHi i
Enyo higubris (L.) MHI 1
Heterophieps triguttaria R-S. MHI 1
MH2 1
Laothoe judlandis ( I £  Smith) MHI 1
MHZ 1
MH3 2
MHi 1
Lapara conijerantm (JJE. Smith) MHI 5
MH2 4
MH3 4
MHi 2
Paonias exaecatus (JJ5. Smith) MHI 7
MH3 4
MHi 4
Paonias myops (J£ . South) MHI 11
MHZ 1
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Paonias myope (J.E. Smith) MID 2
MH* 7
Paratraea piebeja (F.) MR2 1
Smertntkusjamaicenais Dray MHI 2
Thyitiridie
EuthycUira pudens (Go.) MHI I
Psevdothyatira cymatopfioroides (Gn.) MHI 4
MID 2
Tinddae
Acrolopbas sp. MH2 1
MHI 4
MID 1
Tortriddae
Archips infimatana (ZdL) MHI 9
MH2 16
MID 13
MH4 10
Choristoneia'a rosaceana QJaxr.) MHI 2
MH2 3
MH3 1
MH4 4
Ypoaoneatidae
Lactura pupula (JHbn.) MHI 6
MH2 8
MH3 6
MH4 3
Zygaenidac
Harrisina americana (Goer.) MHI 2
MID 11
MH4 2
•Sites oaed for intcMive coDectioa, Chapter 2
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APPENDIX 10. ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF KNF MOTH 
SPECIES BY FAMILY FOR GROWING (G), DORMANT (D)
AND PNBURNED (P) SITES______________________
Family_______ Spedei______________________________________
ApatekxUodae
Apatelodes torrefacta (J.E. Smith)
ArctSdae
Cistbene packardtt (Git)
Cisthenepbimbea Stretch
CJemeruaaibataPack.
Ci umbkUa litkosioides Dyar 
OambUBapaUda'Pack.
Cycnta inopinattu (Hy. Edw.)
Hafysidota tessellaris (J.E. Sarith)/harrisii Walsh
HapUta colona (Hbn.)
Hoiomieima laeta (Guer-Meneville)
Holamelina opeSa (Git)
Hoiomelina rubicundaria (Hbn.) 
HyphantriacuneaQdrarf)
HypoprepiaJucosaYSm.
Pagara simplex Vilk.
Utethesia bella (L.)
Apemdiesis phalerata (Haaid)/vittaia (F.)Au» (Drury)
CissepeJkMcollisQijtL)
Ecpantkeria scribonia (StoU)
Hoh melima laeta (Chicr.-hieaeviUe) 
PygarctiaabdominalisGtL
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She No.
U 2
u 2
D 30
G 33
U 14
D 13
G 8
U 13
D 11
G 12
D 9
G 24
U 3
D 1
D 8
G 6
U 33
D 4
G 1
D 88
G 63
D 7
G 3
D 1
U 1
D 29
G 10
U 25
D 70
G 51
U 63
D 7
G 5
G 2
D 15
G 13
U 5
D 4
G 8
G 6
U 22
D 7
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Pygprcdaspragaei (Git.) D
G
U
Spilotoma eongma Wlk. D
G
U
Spilosoma vfrgMca (F.) U
Greta rosea (Wlk.) D
G
Anacamptodts defectaria (Gn.) D
G
U
Anacamtptodes kumaria (Go.) D
G
Aiarttmpjwtee gpp D
G
AnacamptodesveItivotata(ffalst) D
G
U
Anavitrineiia pampinaria (Go.) D
G
U
Auvitrindia spp. D
G
Besma querdvoraria (Go.) D
G
U
U
Cleora subbutaria (Gn.) D
G
U
Cydophora packant (Pnwt) D
G
Q M oA piinR ttppnii^ ^ D
U
Dichorda iridaria (Gn.) U
Dixlisioprocta steUata (Gn.) U
Ecliptopera atricolorata (G. &R.) G
Ectopis crepuscularia (D.&S.) U
Epimeds hortaria Qc.) U
,fpIfffHriQ (Wllr ) U
EnatriacruaOaria (Hbn.) U
EubaphemmdkaCMk.) D
Euchiaena amoenaria (Gn.) D
EucUaaut mathaaria (Wlk.) D
G
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1
3
1
3
1
2
1
2
3
7
8
5
2
3
4
6
4
3
8
32
16
39
2
2
1
2
12
2
1
3
5
4
2
1
2
2
1
7
4
3
2
1
1
1
10
12
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(Appcwfix ! •  coatfaaed)
Euchiaena madusariaQWk.) U 2
EuchiatHa marginaria (Minat) G 1
ExcNatnaobtusaria (fSbn.) D 1
G 1
U 7
Euchlaena pectinaria (D.&S.) U 8
Eudthis dtvenilmeata (Hbn.) D 3
G 8
U 1
Eamacarta ladferrugata (Wlk.) D 5
G 3
D 13
G 9
U 5
EtaarcactMfiuarial&KL D 36
G 64
U 24
Eutrapela demataria (J.E. Smith) U 7
Glema cribrataria (Ga) U 4
Gienoides texanaria (Huist) D 3
G 3
U 5
HydrtUa albijera (Wlk.) D 1
G 4
Hydriomena bistrioiata (ZeiL) D 1
Hypagyrtis imipunctata (How.)/esther (Barnes) D 12
G 9
U 45
HypomeciswiibrosariaQNBiL) U 5
Idata damssaria (Him.) D 8
G 3
U 5
Idaea eremiata (Hulst) D 5
G 4
Idaea tacturvta (Wlk.) G 1
Idata violactaria (Wlk) G 4
Itame pustularia (Gn.) G 1
U 1
Lambdinafervideria (Hbn.) D 4
G 2
U 2
Lobocleta ossularia (Gey.) D 2
Lamographa glomeraria (G it) U 1
Lomographa vataliata (Ga.) U 8
Lophosis labaculata (Hnlst) U 4
Lychnosta Mermicata (Wlk.) D 2
G 3
Lytrods abmoaa Rindae U 2
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Melanolopkia amadaria (Go.) D 1
G 1
U 19
MetananMsobfirmaria(fSaBL) D 1
U 1
Nemorta bistriarlaWan. U 2
G 3
Nemoria lixaria (Gn.) D 10
G 2
U 8
Nepytia semiclusaria (Wlk.) D 7
G 3
Orthanama centrostrigaria (Wofl.) D 5
G
U 1
D 1
G 1
Pero konestaria (W\k.yhubneraria (Gn.) D 1
U 10
PlagotMsjervidaria (H.S.) D
Pleuroprvcka insularia (Gn.) D 1
U 1
Probole atteuaria H.-S. U 3
Proboie amicaria (H.-S.) u
Prockoerodes trauveraata (Dnay) D 3
G 1
U 5
Scopula kntaria (Hbn.) D 1
G 8
Scapula limboundata (Haw.) D 4
G 9
U 7
Semiathisa continuata (Wlk.) U 1
Semiatkiaa bicolorata (F.) D 4
G 3
Saaiotkisa dtstribuaria (Hbn.) D 17
G 30
U 8
StminridM spp D 23
G 17
U 24
Semiotkisa tnuuitaria (Wlk.) D 2
SynchlorafivndariaQa. D 2
G 5
U 1
Synchkmsp. u 1
TacpariazalissariaWik. u 1
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(AppwdlT 10 ca H — d)
TkyaaaopygaiaOvctataCiPk.) D 1
G 1
U 10
Tamos scoiopadmariits (Gn.) D 9
G 9
Ltfio&UBpicfoc U 3
Artace cribraria (Ljmigh) D 1
Malacocoma amgricanum (F.) D 11
G 13
U 15
AfefaeiwwwitoiHiiHba. D 2
Tofype HotkUis F ine. D 47
G 33
U 33
Tofype veUeda (Stoll) D 7
G 11
U 5
Lymaatrfidae
Dasyckira manto (Stkr.) D 50
G 45
U 12
Dasycfaoasp. D 1
U 1
Dasyckira tephra Hbn. D 1
G 1
U 1
Orgyia leucostigma (JU. Smith) U 2
Ofgyiaspp. D 5
G 8
M ep lom id ae
Z4gaacrfcpa*i(Pack.) D 5
G 1
MuaaBoaidae
Cicbmss melskeimeri (Hair.) G 3
Lacosoma chiridota GfL U 2
Noctfndac
Abablemma brimieytma (Dyar) D 4
G 6
U 1
Aconita aprtca (Hbn.) G 1
itodtafeOn^iMaWlk. G 1
AcronictaafflictaGiL D 5
G 2
Acroaicta americana (Bar.) D 3
G 1
Acroaicta haesitata GsL D 2
U 6
Acroaicta hasta Go. U 1
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Acronicta mclara Sm. U
Acronicta increta Mocr. D
Acronicta laettfica Sm. U
Acronicta lobetiae Gn. G
U
mania G .& R. U
Acronicta netardata (Wlk.) U
D
G
U
Acronicta tritoma (Hbn.) D
G
U
Agfapha axygramma  (Gey.) D
G
U
AgriopodesJaUax (H.-S.) G
A&otis ipailon (Ha£n.) U
Allotria don^mtpba (Hba.) U
Amolitajessa Grt. D
U
Amolita obtiqua Sm. D
Amolita roseola Sol D
G
Anorthodes tarda (Co.) U
AnOcarsia gemnatalis Hbn. D
G
U
Argyrogramma basigera (Wlk.) U
Argyrostrotis anilis (Dnty) U
Argyrostrotisflavistriaria (Visa.) G
Arvgisa latioreUa (W k.) D
G
U
BaUeya opbthabmca {Ga.) D
G
U
Balsa maiana (Fitch) G
U
nhjHinn rmMHffff81 Gn D
U
Bomolocha baltimaralis (Ga.) D
Bomolockatojugalis (Wlk.) U
G K »0^eM bR pfca09& ) D
G
U
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CaHopistria cordata (Ljmgfa)
Callopistria grmitosa (On.) 
CaUopistria moltissima  (Gn.) 
Catocala arnica (Hbn.)
Catocaia ilia (Cram.)
Catocala ultronia (Hbn.)
CetipterafivstubmQacuec
Cerma certntha (Tmtsdike) 
C em uegraH n.
Charadra deridav (Gn.) 
Chytonix palliatricula (Gn.)
Ckytomtx semslBs G it 
Coadica confiederata (Git.)
Egira altemans (Wlk.)
Elaphria chalcedonia (Hbn.)
Elaphria georgei (Kioore A  Rawson)
Elaphria veriscolor (Git)
Euagrotis lubricous (Ga.)
Eudryas unio (Hbn.)
Eumicremma minima (Gn.) 
Exyra semdcrocea (Ga.)
Feltia heriiis (Git.) 
Gaigula partita Gn.
Harrisimemna trisignata (Wlk.) 
Helicoverpa zea (Boddie)
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(Appesdix 10 coetimwd)
Heliothis vircxens (F.) G 2
Hemeropkmis xopulepts (Haw.) U 2
Homophoberia apicoaa (Htnr.) D I
U I
HyperstroUaJiaviguttata {CsL) D 1
G I
Hyperrirotia pervertens (B.&McD.) G 2
U 1
Hyperstrotb villificans (B.&Mc D.) D 13
G 4
U 20
Hypsoropha hormos Vba. D 1
G 1
U 2
M a dbminuatt&s (B.&McD.) G 1
M a mtundalis (Wlk.) U 3
IcBa aemmlaVba. D 9
G 12
U 3
M a americaUs (Go.) D S
G 7
U 16
Idb fabricate (Gey.) D 1
lodopepb u-albvm (Ga.) D 5
G 6
U 1
Lascoria ambigualis WDc. U 2
Ledaea pertBtalis (Wlk.) D 2
£ea«M eietaktv(W IL ) D 7
G 5
U 3
Lesmone kimma (Gey.) U 1
T #nrania 8pp. D 13
G 7
U 4
Lithacodia m ixosub (Gn.) U 1
Macroclub kypocritarisFagpsan D 2
Maratkyssobeuate WJk. D 9
G 9
U 11
Maratkyssa infidb  (WHc.) D 1
Megamob mkuacub (Zefl.) D 5
G 1
U 1
Megamob pkylb (Dywc) G 2
Metalectra ttecate (G(t) G 2
Metalectra quadririgpata (Wlk.) U 1
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(Appeadix 19 coatiaaed)
Metalectra UmttfbuiGtL) G 2
Metria ameUa (Go.) D 2
G 1
M ods mardda {Gu.) D 6
G 6
U 2
ModstexmoQJkotr.) D 8
G 12
U 7
Moniaonan. sp. D 1
U 4
Morrisotda confiua (Hbn.) U 3
Noia fMMtulata (WHc.) U 1
NotasorgfiieliaRiicy G 2
Oligia mottca (G il) D 1
Qmmatockila mtmdula (ZdL) G 1
Qadbeowteeiweem»fa(Gn.) G 1
Pasctss abrostoioides (Go.) D 1
U 1
Paectes oculatrtx (Ga) U 1
Paedes ppgmaea Hbn. D 2
G 3
U 1
Paidds angukds (Hbn.) D 2
G 2
U 2
Paidds asopiaiis (Gn.) G 4
?a^ rtp (a< k oK ififIla . D 3
G 1
U 7
Pamopoda rsfisurgo (Hbo.) U 2
PadkeafrmdUa (Pack.) D 33
G 21
U 10
Pangea xtmddoides (Gn.) D 1
G 3
U
P M cm atM u m H h o. D 1
U 5
Phosphila miseiioides (Gn.) D 1
G 1
U
Phosptdla twrbuiada Hbo. G 1
U 3
Phyprosofms cailitrichoida Grt. G 1
U 2
Phytosedta amssdtusia (Blaocbaid) G 2
PhykMmedra rkodariabs QWk.) D 79
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(Appeadix 10 cBti—rd)
Pkytometra rkodnriaOt (WHc.) G 59
U 5
Plathypena scabra (P.) D 23
G 44
U 9
Platysmta mobiUs (Wfk.) D 1
Piatysenia vidtns (Qa.) D 10
G 12
Phtxtodonta comprraipaipis (Go.) D 2
G 3
Potyg/rammate hebraeiam Hbn. D 33
G 23
U 26
PsaphidarzstanensWk. D 3
G 3
U 2
Psevdaieiia unipuncta (Haw.) D 1
G 5
U 2
Pseudophaia inchidens (WTk.) D 15
G 101
U 144
Ptichodh bistrigataHba. G 1
U 3
PtichtxSs herbaria* (Ga.) G 2
U 1
Rachipiusia ou (Ga.) D 2
G 2
Redecdsvitrea (G it) U 1
Renia acbpergilbis (Booc) U 1
D 6
Ratio JratemaUs Sm D 16
G 18
U 4
Remaspp. D 10
G 10
U 3
RivulapropinqualisGa. D 2
G 1
Schinia ardgera (Gn.) D 7
G 19
U 1
Schimiagaurae (JJB. Snoth) D 2
G 3
Schimaghriosa (Stkr.) D 1
G 7
Sckbdagradkntalkbaa G 1
Schinia mmdina (Drury) G 1
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(A p p a fc  10 coH—gj>
Sckhdammdhia (Dray) U 2
Schnaa. sp. D 1
G 1
Schinta trijaada 19)0. G
Schittia tubercuhom Qtbu.) D 1
G
Sckinia vohpia (Fitch) D 1
Spodoptera cdgua (E ta.) G 1
SpodopteraJrugiperda (JfL Smith) G 1
Spodoptera arnitkogaUi (Go.) D
G 3
U 1
Spragutrla ko (Ga.) D 3
Stiria nigifirms CtL D 10
G 40
U 2
SyttedoidagrameBrena (Haw.) D 1
G 2
TarachuMa stmiflava (Gn.) D 10
G 3
TetanolitaJlorukma (Sm.) D 1
TeUmoiita myneaalit (WHc.) D 3
G 1
U 1
Thioptera mg/rofimbria (G a) D 27
G 28
U 8
Trichopbisia m (Hba) D 4
G 3
U 1
TriptuSaflavq/aaaata GfL D 1
Tripudux quadrifera (Zefl.) D 2
G 3
U 2
Xomthopastis tiimais (Cara.) G 1
Xestia etimata (Ga) D 8
G 6
U 3
late aentgmosa (Ga) D 1
U 2
Zafe galbanata (Moor.) D 2
U 1
Zale boiata (Dtmy) D 2
late hadfera (Hba) D 2
U I
Zale obtiqua (Ga) D 2
G 1
U 2
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(Appendix 10 caadned)
Zafcip. D 1
G 1
U 2
Zandogpatha marthaBames D 3
G 4
Zmdogjwtha obxuripenmts (G it) G 1
U 1
D 1
Zaadognatbaap. D 1
U 1
Notodoaddae
Clastera btdvsa (Hba.) D 1
U 2
DtaytopHa thyattroides (Wlk.) D 1
G 1
Datana perspicua G. & R. D 56
G 27
U 10
Datana ipp. D 6
G 5
U 6
Furcula borealis (Guer.-Meaeville) D I
Heterocampa btundata Wlk. D 1
G 1
U 4
Heterocampa guttivitta (Wlk.) D 2
G 3
U 3
Heterocampa obliqua Pack. D 6
G 4
U 3
Heterocampa umbrata Wlk. D 6
G 8
U 6
Hypemda cacumimcUis (WHc.) D 2
Hyperaexhra georgica (H.-S.) D  5
G 2
U  7
Macrurocampa marthesia (Cram.) D 1
G 2
NadatagibbosaQM. Smith) D 12
G 1
U 13
OUgocentria xmintfexens (WHc.) D 1
Peridea angulosa (J£. Snath) D 7
G 2
U 6
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(A p p n fc 10 tw rtftnO
Sjtfaralldae
Sphiagjdae
Peridot sp. D 1
G 2
Phalaenoatoia lanntioidesGsL D 2
SdUsmmapicalis{CsL JtRfib.) G 1
Schizwrabadia (Packard! D 2
SchtoairaipomoeaeDaabledsy D 8
G 4
Schizara leptinoides (Get) D 1
Schizura unicornis (JIL Smith) D 1
G 2
U 9
Symmerista aibifrons (J.E. Smith) D 3
G 3
U 5
Actios hma CL.) D 16
G 3
U 5
Anisota sttg/aa (F.) D 61
G 27
U 10
Antheraea poiypbemus (Cram.) U 2
Autometris io (F.) D 2
G 3
U 11
Dryocampa rubicunda (F.) D 14
G 17
U 48
Eacles imperials (Drary) D 14
G 6
U 16
Hyalophora cecropia (L.) G 1
Ceratomia catalpae (Bdv.) U 1
Ccratnma unduiosa (Wlk.) u 1
Darapsa myron (Com .) G 1
U 1
Darapsa pkolus (Cram.) D 1
G 1
U 1
Deidanda inscripta (Hue.) u 1
Doiba hyioeus (Pnay) u 1
Paonias myopsQJL Smith) D 1
P /yim '/» m ^rrnm m tum  {T F  Sm ith) D
U 1
Patatrea piebeja (F.) D 1
Smerintkusjamaicensis (Drury) G 1
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